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An extension of invariant theory for greedoids is developed, one that parallels 
matroid invariant theory. We provide a summary of existing greedoid invariants in­
cluding the characteristic polynomial and beta invariant. We define a new greedoid 
Tutte polynomial, g-invariant, generalized g-invariant, group invariant and Tutte 
invariant. These invariants are shown to be evaluations of the greedoid Tutte polyno­
mial. Examples and applications of each class are given including applications specific 
to antimatroids.
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1 OVERVIEW  1
1 Overview
During a course on matroid theory, we were introduced to the close relationship 
between matroids and the greedy algorithm. The question arose: “If, for matroids, the 
greedy algorithm always produces an optimal solution, then why are there greedoids” ? 
(The answer to this question is found in Appendix E.) In the course of researching 
this question and exploring combinatorial optimization, we were exposed to other 
areas of matroid and greedoid theory; in particular, invariant theory and the Tutte 
polynomial.
Matroid invariant theory is well-developed and unified. A fundamental result char­
acterizes much of the theory: many key classes of matroid invariants are evaluations 
of a single, universal polynomial. In contrast, greedoid invariant theory was piecemeal 
and less developed. Several authors had developed greedoid counterparts to matroid 
invariants. But, specific classes of greedoid invariants were not identified nor were 
they characterized in terms of a single invariant. In this dissertation, we develop a 
framework for greedoid invariant theory that is modelled after the matroid case. We 
introduce a greedoid Tutte polynomial fashioned after its matroid counterpart. Two 
key theorems. Theorem 6.2.2 and Theorem 6.3.1, characterize two major classes of 
greedoid invariants in terms of the greedoid Tutte polynomial.
We begin Chapter 2 with a synopsis of basic matroid invariant theory, then, in 
Chapter 3, introduce the reader to greedoid facts and structures necessary to support 
greedoid invariant theory. We include contrasts between matroids and greedoids and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1 OVERVIEW  2
highlight a special class of greedoids called antimatroids.
Our development of greedoid invariant theory begins in Chapter 5. Here, we define 
three fundamental types of greedoid invariants. The following chapter characterizes 
each of these in terms of the greedoid Tutte polynomial. In Chapters 7 -9 , we turn 
our attention to applications of greedoid invariants moving from basic invariants (e.g., 
the number of feasible sets) to more advanced applications (e.g., broken circuits in 
antimatroids).
We conclude with some areas for future research. In addition to those topics 
mentioned earlier, the five appendices contain summaries of key features of greedoid 
subclasses and a summary of the relationship between the various characterizations 
of greedoids.
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2 OVERVIEW OF MATROID THEORY 3
2 Overview of M atroid Theory
Greedoids were originally proposed as a generalization of matroids and thus a study 
of greedoids requires some familiarity with basic matroid theory. Furthermore, in this 
dissertation we focus on invariant theory of greedoids that parallels that for matroids. 
Thus, this introductory chapter has two goals: (1) to provide a brief summary of basic 
matroid definitions and (2) to provide some details about matroid invariant theory. 
Throughout this chapter, we use the terminology in [19] to which the reader may 
refer for more information. The material on matroid invariant theory is based on [4] 
and [6].
2.1 Definition o f a m atroid
Matroids can be defined in several equivalent ways. We use the independent set 
definition because it is closely related to the definition of a greedoid.
D efinition 2 .1 .1 . A m atroid, M,  is an ordered pair, {E, I) ,  in which E  is a finite 
set and X is a collection of subsets of E  that satisfies the following three axioms:
(11) $ e l ,
(12) if X  G X, and Y  Q X , then Y  E l ,
(13) if X  and Y  are in X with |y | < |X1, then there is an element x  of X  — Y  such 
that Y  U {a;} G X.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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R em ark  2.1.2. We refer to (12) to as the subclusive axiom, and to (13) as the 
independence augmentation axiom.
The sets in I  are called independent sets. If the ground set, E, consists of a 
single element, e, the matroid is denoted by M{e).
2.2 Exam ples
Matroids were introduced by Whitney in 1935 as an abstraction of linear independence 
and the cycle structure of graphs. Examples of matroids are found throughout graph 
theory and combinatorics; we provide two examples of matroids that highlight the 
close relationship between matrices and graphs.
Whitney introduced the name matroid because an important prototype follows 
from matrices in a natural way.
E xam ple 2.2.1. Let E  he the set of column labels of a n n x m  matrix A over a field 
F, and letX be the set of subsets, X , of E  for which the multiset of columns labelled 
by X  is linearly independent in the vector space V{m,  F). Then {E,X) is a matroid.
The matroid in Example 2.2.1 is called a vector m atro id  or a linear m atro id . 
A second key class of matroids is the class of graphic matroids.
E xam ple 2.2.2. Let G = {V, E) be a graph and let X be the collection of subsets of 
E  that contain no cycles o f G.  Then (£/,X) is a matroid.
The matroid in Example 2.2.2 is a cycle m atro id  or a polygon m atro id . Any 
matroid that is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a graph is called graphic.
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2.3 Basic matroid concepts
Let M  =  (E,T)  be a matroid. A basis of M is a maximal independent , set. As a 
consequence of (13), all bases, B  Q E,  have the same cardinality. This cardinality is 
called the ran k  of B  and is denoted by r{B) or r(M ). Similarly, for all X  C E, r{X)  
is defined as the largest independent set that is contained in X.
There are three fundamental matroid constructions; restriction, deletion and con­
traction.
D efinition 2.3.1. Let M  = {E,T) be a matroid and let X  C E.
• Let T \X  =  { / C A  : /  G X}. Then, {X,X\X)  is a matroid called the restr ic ­
tion  o f M  to X , denoted M\ X.
•  Let X — X  = {I  C E  — X  : I  gX}. Then, {E — X ,X  — X ) is a matroid called 
the deletion  o f  X  from  M , denoted M  — X .
• Suppose B t  is a basis for M\T.  Let X j X  = {I  C E — X  : /  U G X}. Then, 
{E — X , X / X )  is a matroid called the contraction  o f X  from  M , denoted 
M j X .
We can perform a sequence of deletions and contractions on a matroid, written 
in the form M  — X j Y , for some pair of disjoint sets X , Y  Q E.  The order in which 
deletion and contraction are performed does not matter. Matroids formed this way 
are called m inors of M.
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For a matroid, M  = there are two types of special elements that may be
contained in E. An isthm us is an element that is contained in every basis of M  and 
a loop is an element that is in no basis of M. Loops and isthmuses play an important 
role in matroid invariant theory.
2.4 M atroid invariants
We now focus our attention on matroid invariants. We say two matroids M  and N  
are isom orphic, written N  ^  M, if there is a bijection 'ip from E{N)  to E{M)  such 
that, for all X  C E{N),  ■0(A) E J(M ) if and only if A  E T{N).  A commutative 
ring-valued function /  on the class of all matroids is an isom orphism  invarian t if 
/(M ) =  f {N)  whenever M  = N.  From here, we build up other invariants.
D efinition 2.4.1. Let K be the class of matroids closed under isomorphism and the 
taking of minors. Let f  be a function on K, that satisfies the following three axioms:
(1) f  is an isomorphism invariant,
(2) if e is neither a loop nor an isthmus, then f { M)  = f { M  — e) +  f {M/e) ,
(3) if e is a loop or an isthmus, then f {M)  = /(M (e ))/(M  — e) .
Then, f  is a T utte-G rothendieck or T -G  in varian t for matroids.
In [6], it is shown that the number of independent sets and the number of bases 
of a matroid are examples of T-G  invariants. There are other invariants that do not 
satisfy axiom (2) but do satisfy a generalized deletion-contraction formula.
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D efinition 2.4.2. Let fC be a class of matroids closed under isomorphism and the 
taking of minors. Let f  be a function on K that satisfies the following three axioms:
(1) f  is an isomorphism invariant,
(2') for some non-zero constants (in the commutative ring) a and t , f { M)  = 
crf{M — e) +  r f {M/ e)  if e is neither a loop iior an isthmus,
(3) if e is a loop or an isthmus, then f {M)  =  /(M (e ))/(M  — e) .
Then, f  is a generalized T -G  invarian t for matroids.
The Mobius function, p{M),  and characteristic polynomial, p(M; A), of a matroid 
are generalized T-G  invariants.
2.5 The T utte polynom ial
The fundamental result from matroid invariant theory can be stated as follows: there 
is a unique, universal T-G invariant that characterizes all other T-G invariants. It is 
known as the Tutte polynomial.
D efin ition  2.5.1. Let M  be a matroid on ground set E. The Tutte polynom ial
o f  M , t{M]x,y) ,  is the integer coefficient, two variable polynomial defined by
t{M-,x,y) = ^ { x -
A C E
R em ark  2.5.2. The corank-nullity  or rank generating polynomial, S{M\ x , y ) ,  
developed by Whitney, can be recovered from the Tutte polynomial in the following
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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way:
S(M;x, y)  = t (M;x  + l , y  + 1).
If we write S(M;x, y)  =  aij is the number of submatroids
having corank, i, and nullity, j.  This accounts for the name corank-nullity polynomial. 
The Tutte polynomial, t{M',x,y),  is the foundation of matroid invariants. It can be 
calculated directly from the definition, or, it can be determined recursively.
P ro p o sitio n  2.5.3 ([6], T heorem  6.2.2). There is a unique function t from the 
set of isomorphism classes of matroids into the polynomial ring 7j [ x , y] having the 
following properties:
(i) t{I\ x,y) = X  and t{L\ x, y) =  y, where I  is an isthmus and L is a loop,
(a) (Deletion-contraction) if  e is an element of the matroid, M , and e is neither a 
loop nor an isthmus, then
t{M]x,  y) =  t {M -  e; x, y) -h t(M /e; x, y),
(Hi) i f  e is a loop or an isthmus of the matroid M , then
t{M-, X ,  y) = t{M{e)-,x, y)t{M -  e; x, y).
Furthermore, let R  be a commutative ring and suppose that f  is any function from the 
set of isomorphism classes of non-empty matroids into R. I f  f  is a T-G  invariant, 
then for all matroids, M ,
f { M)  = t{M- X,  y) =  t{M\  / ( / ) ,  /(L)).
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R em ark  2.5.4. The special element, I, is an element of the isthmus isomorphism 
class of matroids and L is an element of the loop isomorphism class of matroids. For 
the sake of brevity, we refer to I  as an isthmus and L as a loop.
There are many T-G invariants. As mentioned earlier, two important examples 
are the number of independent sets and the number of bases of a matroid. For a 
matroid, M, let b{M) be the number of bases of M  and i{M)  be the number of 
independent sets. It is shown in Proposition 6.2.11 of [6] that 6(M) =  t(M ; 1,1) and 
i{M)  =  t(M ;2 ,1). Generalized T-G invariants can be characterized in terms of the 
Tutte polynomial too.
C orollary  2.5.5 ([6], C orollary  6.2.6). Let a andr be non-zero elements of a field,
F. There is a unique function, t ', from the set of isomorphism classes of matroids 
into the polynomial ring F[a;, y] having the following properties:
(i) t ' {I\x,y)  =  X and t ' {L\x,y) = y, for I  an isthmus and L a loop,
(a) (Deletion-contraction) if  e is an element of the matroid, M , and e is neither a 
loop nor an isthmus, then
t ' {M\x,y)  =  at'{M  -  e-,x,y)-\-Tt'{M/e-x,y),
(in) if  e is a loop or an isthmus of the matroid M , then
t'{M; X ,  y) = t'{M{e)]x, y ) t \M  -  e; x, y).
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Furthermore, this function t' is given by
f'(M) =
\  T a /
The Mobius invariant, g>(M), and the characteristic polynomial, p{M\X),  of a 
matroid are discussed in detail in [22], The Mobius invariant is related to the com­
binatorial Mobius function and the characteristic polynomial is the matroid coun­
terpart of the chromatic polynomial of a graph. As an application of Corollary 
2.5.5, it can be shown that the each of these is a generalized T-G invariant given 
by /i(M) =  1,0) and p(M; A) =  1 -  A, 0).
There are still other matroid invariants that are neither T-G nor generalized T - 
G invariants. The b e ta  invaricint, P{M),  can be used to determine if a matroid 
is connected. The beta invariant is an example of an invariant that satisfies axiom
(2) (additive recursion) but not axiom (3) (multiplicative recursion). However, such 
invariants, known as (T—G) group invciriants, can still be characterized in terms 
of the Tutte polynomial.
P ro p o sitio n  2.5.6 ([6], P roposition  6.2.8). Let M  = {E,T) be a non-empty 
matroid. Let Uî i be the matroid consisting of i isthmuses and Uoj be the matroid
consisting of j  loops. I f  A is an Abelian group, then there is a unique function, g,
from the set of isomorphism classes of non-empty matroids into A such that
(i) g{M)  =  g{M — e) -f g{M/e) if e is neither a loop nor an isthmus, and
(a) g{Ui î © Uo,j) =  Oiij for all i and j  such that i j  > 0 .
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Moreover, if t{M; x, y) = Y.i E j  then g{M)  =  E i  E j
By Proposition 6.2.12 of [6], P{M)  is a group invariant. Using the notation of 
Proposition 2.5.6, P{M)  =  6io-
Finally, we state which matroid invariants can be characterized by the Tutte 
polynomial.
D efinition 2.5.7. Let M  and N  be two matroids and let f  be a function from the 
isomorphism classes of matroids into a set fl. Then, f  is a Tutte in varian t if 
f { M)  =  f {N)  whenever M  and N  have the same Tutte polynomial.
All T-G, generalized T-G, and group invariants are Tutte invariants. Other ex­
amples of Tutte invariants include the rank and nullity (difference between the size 
and rank) of a matroid. There is an abundance of applications of Tutte invariants in 
graph theory, coding theory, and network theory. See [6] for a study that focuses on 
the application of matroid invariants. A detailed development of matroid invariant 
theory is found in [4].
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3 Introduction to Greedoids
Next, our focus switches to greedoids. Greedoids come about by loosening the subclu­
sive axiom of matroids. Because of this close relationship, many terms, such as rank, 
bases and contraction, are shared by greedoids and matroids. However, there are 
sometimes diflFerences in the definitions of shared terms. In this chapter, we present 
the foundations of greedoid theory including key facts and examples as well as a 
comparison to matroids.
3.1 Basic definitions
D efinition 3.1.1. A greedoid, G, is a pair, (E,iF), in which E  is a finite set and 
IF Q 2^ is a set system that satisfies three axioms:
(0 1 )  0 e
(G2) I f  It) ^  X  G J-, then there is an x E X  such that X  — {a:} G IF,
(G3) For all X ,Y  E IF with |X | > \Y\, there is an x E X  — Y  such that Y  U {a;} G IF.
The elements of IF are called feasible sets and sets not in IF are called infeasible. 
When {e} G IF, we call e a feasible elem ent. A greedoid is full \i E  E IF. For 
X  E IF, the set of continuations of X, F(X), is the set of those elements that can 
be added to X  to form a larger feasible set. Thus,
r (X ) =  { a E E -  X \ X  U {o} G IF).
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Maximal feasible sets are known as bases. Any X  C E  that contains a basis is a 
spanning  set. Definition 3.1.1 is often referred to as the unordered definition of a 
greedoid, so called because it is written in terms of sets. Appendix E contains a 
second definition, in terms of languages, which is equivalent.
The reader will notice the similarities between Definition 3.1.1 and the indepen­
dent set definition of a matroid. Definition 2.1.1. (G3) is the usual independence 
augmentation axiom for matroids, (13). Set systems that obey (G2) are known as 
accessible. Accessibility is a relaxation of the subclusive axiom (subset property) of 
matroids, (12). It tells us that not all subsets of feasible sets need be feasible; only 
one such subset must exist. It is still a powerful requirement. It allows one to peal 
away elements successively from any feasible set until the empty set is reached. Thus, 
for every X  e E , there exist Xi such that 0 =  Aq C Xi C A2 C ... C =  A, where 
|Ai| — i. This chain, however, may not be unique.
One may wonder why this relaxation of matroids was developed. To answer this 
question, we will review how greedoids came about.
3.2 Greedoids and algorithm s
Greedoids trace their roots to the construction of set systems using various greedy- 
type algorithms. Gonsider the problem of constructing a minimum spanning tree 
of an n edge-labelled connected edge-weighted-graph. Two well-known techniques 
for solving this problem are Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithms. Kruskal’s algorithm
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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begins with an empty forest and adds edges by choosing the cheapest edge such that 
no cycles are formed. It stops when the forest is a spanning tree. Prim’s algorithm 
begins at a designated starting node (root) and selects an edge adjacent to it that is 
as inexpensive as possible. An edge is added to this rooted tree so as to build a larger 
rooted tree as cheaply as possible, stopping when the tree is spanning.
Observe that, in each case, the collection of sequences of edges forms a set system 
that satisfy (Gl), (G2), and (G3) and thus are greedoids. There is, however, a key 
difference between the two resulting set systems. We could permute the edges of 
the spanning forests generated by Kruskal’s algorithm and the result would still be 
“feasible” . In this system, every subset of a feasible set is again feasible (i.e., satisfies 
Axiom (M2)). Hence, this collection of sets forms a matroid. The order in which 
elements are added in executing Prim’s algorithm does matter. Not every subgraph 
of the rooted trees are themselves rooted trees; the set system is not a matroid. 
Greedoids were invented to accommodate such set systems.
See Appendix E.2 for details about Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithms, greedoids in 
terms of languages, and more information about greedoid optimization.
3.3 Branching greedoids: a concrete exam ple
In order to demonstrate structural concepts of a greedoid, we define an important 
class of greedoids, branching greedoids. We refer to it throughout the remainder of 
this chapter.
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A rooted directed graph or rooted digraph, D — {V ,E ,r), is a finite non­
empty set, V, of vertices with a distinguished vertex, r, called the root, and a mul­
tiset, E, of edges that are ordered pairs of elements of V. An edge, e =  (u,v), has 
u as its initial vertex and v as its terminal vertex. A directed path of D is an 
alternating sequence, vieiV2e2--Vk-\e-kVk, where ei e  E, Vi e  V, Vi ^  Vj for i ^  j,  
and 6i = (vi,Vi+i) iox 1 < i < k. A rooted directed path is a directed path in 
which Vi = r. A rooted branching, F  of D, is the edge set of a collection of rooted 
directed paths of D such that, if u is a vertex of F, then there is a unique directed 
path from r  to u. A rooted branching is also called a rooted arborescence; it can 
be thought of as a rooted tree in which the edges are directed away from the root. A 
branching covers a vertex v if it contains an edge with endpoint v.
Proposition 3.3.1. Given a rooted digraph D = {V ,E ,r), let F  be the collection of 
rooted branchings of D. Then, {E ,F) is a greedoid called the directed branching  
greedoid.
Proof We will show that F  satisfies (Gl), (G2), and (G3). The empty rooted branch­
ing is in .7̂ ; therefore, (Gl) is satisfied. Every non-empty rooted branching in F  has a 
terminal leaf that can be pruned. When it is removed, the resulting rooted branching 
is still a rooted branching. Thus, (G2) is satisfied. For A ^  F , \A\ is the number of 
vertices o iV  — r that are covered by edges of A. Suppose X , Y  are rooted branchings 
with I A” I > |T |. There is at least one vertex that is covered by the edges of X  but 
not the edges of Y . Let e be an edge of X  such that one endpoint is covered by X
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but not by Y. Then, T  U {e} e T .
16
□
R em ark  3.3.2. There could be more than one edge of X  with one endpoint covered 
by X  but not by Y . I f  Ci and Cj are two such edges, then both Y  U {ej} G IF and 
Y  U {62} e F.
An undirected branching greedoid can be defined in a similar way. Next, we 
give a specific example of a directed branching greedoid. We will refer to this ex­
ample throughout the chapter to help illustrate fundamental greedoid features and 
constructs.
E xam ple 3.3.3 (A d irec ted  branching  greedoid). Given D = {V, E, r) as shown 
in Figure 1, the set of feasible sets of the corresponding directed branching greedoid is
F  =  ( 0 , {a}, {/}, {g}, {a, b}, {a, /} , {a, g}, {/, g},
{a, b, e}, {a, b, /} , (a, b, g}, {a, / ,  g}, {a, b, e, g}, {a, b, / ,  p}}.
root,o
Figure 1: A directed branching greedoid
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The feasible sets of a greedoid G = {E,J^), ordered by inclusion, form a poset 
P{G) = The poset is an organized way to represent a greedoid and can
assist when performing operations and calculations. When we present a poset, we 
denote the set {a, b} by ah. Figure 2 shows the poset of feasible sets for the directed 
branching greedoid of Example 3.3.3.
abes
afgabe abf abg
Figure 2: The poset of feasible sets of a directed branching greedoid
Up to this point, we have defined greedoids in terms of feasible sets and looked at 
a concrete example. Now, we wish to explore several equivalent ways to define gree­
doids. There are two key reasons for doing so: (1) different definitions lend themselves 
to better understanding different applications and, (2) we will better understand the
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underlying theory and structure by examining the relationships among the defini­
tions. The material in the next several sections is adapted from a variety of sources 
including [2], [11], and [18].
3.4 Rank
Let G =  {E, E ) be a greedoid. The ran k  of any subset, S' C is the size of the 
largest feasible set contained in S. That is, r(S) =  max{\F\ : F  C S, F  e F }. Thus, 
a set is feasible if its rank is equal to its cardinality. A basis of G is a maximal 
feasible set of G. Axiom (G3) guarantees that all bases have the same cardinality. 
Thus, the rank, r(£'), of a greedoid (sometimes written as r(G)), is equal to the rank 
of a basis. For S  C F, S  is spanning if r{S) = r{F). The directed branching 
greedoid in Example 3.3.3 has two bases: {a, 6, / ,  p}, and {a,b,e,g} each of rank 
four. A spanning set is any arc set containing {a, b, / ,  s'}, or {a, b, e, g}.
We can characterize a greedoid using the rank function.
P roposition  3.4.1 ([18], C h ap te r V, T heorem  1.1). Let F  be a finite set. A 
function r : F  Z is a rank function of a greedoid if  and only if  for X ,Y  Q F, and 
x ,y  e  F,
(R l)  r(0) =  0,
(R2) r{X) < lAl,
(R3) X  C Y  implies r{X) < r{Y),
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(R4) r{X) = r ( X  U {x}) =  r ( X  U {y}) implies r{X) = r{X  U {x} U {y}).
Axiom (R4) is known as local submodularity. A rank function satisfies (R4) and 
the unit increase property r{X  U {x}) < r{X)  +1 if and only if it is submodular. The 
rank function of a matroid is submodular but, in general, that of a greedoid is not. 
This is an important difference between matroids and greedoids. Removing a single 
element from a feasible set of a greedoid can greatly effect its rank. Referring back 
to Example 3.3.3, notice that r({a, b, e}) =  3 while r({6, e}) =  0.
Axiom (G2) guarantees that every non-empty feasible set has at least one element 
that, when deleted, will cause the rank to decrease by exactly one. For the feasible set 
{a, b, e} the only element that has the property is e. That is because e is a pendant 
arc that can be pruned from the rooted branching {a, b, e}.
3.5 Closure
We can use the rank function of a greedoid to define a (rank) closure operator a for 
greedoids.
D efinition 3.5.1. Let E be a finite set. For X  C E define the closure operator  
fo r  greedoids, cr{X), by
a{X) = { x e E - . r { X O  {a:}) =  r{X)}.
The usual definition for a closure operator is given in the next definition.
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D efinition 3.5.2. A closure operator, cl, is a function from 2^ to 2^ that satisfies 
three axioms:
( C l l ) X C d { X ) ,
(C12) X  C Y  implies cl{X) C cl{Y),
(CIS) cl{cl{X)) -  cl{X).
The second of these axioms, (C12), is called monotonicity. Unfortunately, just as 
the rank function of a greedoid does not necessarily satisfy the unit-increase property, 
the closure operator for greedoids is not necessarily monotone. Refer to Example 3.3.3 
to see that cr({a}) =  {a,c,d,e} and a{{a,b}) — {a,b,c,d}. Thus, {a} C {a,b} but 
a{{a}) ^  a{{a,b}).
Hence, the greedoid closure operator, a, is not a closure operator in the usual 
topological sense. This is certainly an undesirable property and helps illustrate the 
fact that greedoids are not nearly as well behaved as matroids. Nevertheless, greedoids 
can be defined axiomatically in terms of the closure operator.
P roposition  3.5.3 ([2], T heorem  8.4.2). Let E  be a finite set. A function a : 2^
2^ is a closure operator of a greedoid if  and only i f  the following three properties are 
satisfied for all X , Y  C E and v,w  ^  E.
(al) X  C a{X).
(a2) I f  X  <ZY C a{X)  then a{X)  =  a{Y).
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(a3) Suppose there is a v ^  X  such that, for all z E X  U {v}, the following holds:
z ^  a{X  U {w} — z). Then, v G a(X  U {w}) implies w G cr{X U {w}).
Using Proposition 3.5.3 we can characterize the feasible sets of a greedoids:
If cr : 2-® 2^ is a greedoid closure operator, then
T  — {X  C E : X ^  a{X  — x) for all x G X }.
For any closure operator, CL, we say a set X  is closed if CL(X)  = X .  The 
closure operator for matroids satisfies (Cll) - (C13) and thus is a closure operator 
in the usual topological sense. It also satisfies a fourth axiom known as Steinitz- 
MacLane exchange:
i i X  C , E , x e E ,  and y G CL{X  U {a:}) -  CL{X),  then x G CL{X  U {y}). (3.1)
Property (cr3) is a relaxation of Steinitz-MacLane exchange.
In Section 4.1, we use the closure definition of greedoids to discuss an important 
class of greedoids known as antimatroids. The closure operator for antimatroids is an 
abstraction of the convex closure operator of M."' and as such has special properties 
that give antimatroids added structure. A summary of the various axiomatizations 
for greedoids is found in Appendix A.
3.6 Greedoid constructions
We have seen that greedoids and matroids share several key definitions such as rank 
and basis. Next, we consider three more terms that are common to both greedoids and
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matroids. As before, the definitions are slightly different for greedoids and matroids.
Recall that a loop of a matroid, M,  is an element, x, that is in no basis of M, or 
equivalently, r({a;}) = 0 . An isthmus, y, of M is an element that is in every basis, or 
equivalently, r{A U {y}) =  r{A) +  1 for all A C — y.
The definitions of loop, coloop and isthmus for greedoids vary among authors. We 
use the definitions established in [14].
Definition 3.6.1. Let G — {E,!F) be a greedoid.
• A loop, L, is an element that is in no feasible set.
• A coloop is an element that is in every basis.
• An isthm us, I, is an element that can be added to or deleted from any feasible 
set with the resulting set being feasible.
Thus, an isthmus is a special kind of coloop. A normal greedoid is one that 
contains no loops.
Example 3.6.2. Referring to Example 3.3.3, there are two loops, c and d, three 
coloops, a, b, and g, and only one isthmus, g.
Next, we define the greedoid operations of deletion and contraction.
Definition 3.6.3. Let G — (E,tF) be a greedoid and let A  C E. Define the deletion  
o f A from  G by
G - A = { E ~ A , E - A ) w h e r e E - A = { X C E - A  | X e E } .
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This operation is also known as the restric tion  o f  G to  E  — A.
D efinition 3.6.4. Let G = {E,E) and let A E E . The contraction  o f  A  fro m  G
is the greedoid
G /A  = { E - A ,  E/ A)  where E /A  = {X  E  -  A \ X O A ^ E } .
R em ark  3.6.5. It can be easily checked, using Definition 3.1.1, that the deletion of 
any subset from G results in a greedoid and that the contraction of any feasible set 
from G results in a greedoid. Note that, to ensure that 0 G E /A , we only define 
contraction of feasible subsets. Unless E  is empty, axiom (02) guarantees that there 
is always a feasible singleton that can be contracted.
A m inor of {E, E) is any series of restrictions and contractions of the form {E — 
{X  U Y), { E / X  — y )), where X  ^  E  and Y  C E  — X.  Because the operations 
of deletion and contraction commute, the order in which they are applied does not 
matter.
At this point, we would like to draw attention to how the rank can be affected 
by deletion and contraction. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate deletion and contraction by 
a coloop and a non-coloop. Notice that in Figure 4 deleting a non-coloop did not 
change the rank of G. However, in Figure 3, deleting a coloop decreases the rank 
by two. When the coloop is an isthmus, deletion and contraction are identical. The 
following proposition summarizes these and other properties.
P roposition  3.6.6 ([2], [14], [18]). Let G =  (E,E)  be a greedoid with x E E.
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i<G)=4 
a is a coloop.o
G/aG -a
a was a coloop; the rank drop.s, r(G-*a)=2.
O
Figure 3: Deletion and contraction by a coloop
O-
O
G -f
i<G)=4
f is not a coloop.
G/f
O-
=o
f  was not a coloop; the rank does not drop, r(G-f)=4. e becomes a loop and i(G/t')=3.
Figure 4: Deletion and contraction by a non-coloop
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• I f  X  is not a coloop, then r{E — x )=  r{E).
• I f  X is a coloop, then r{E — x) < r(E).
• When a feasible singleton, x, is deleted and contracted from G, the feasible sets 
of G are partitioned into two sets: IF — x and F {x  where
F  ~ X = {X  -  x\x e  X ,X  e F } and F jx  = { X  e  F \x  ^  X }.
• I f X is an isthmus, then G — x  =  G/x.  Therefore, if G contains an isthmus, 
\F{G)\ must be even.
• Letra, t q - a , andra/A be the rank functions onG, G—A, and G/A,  respectively. 
F o r X  C E - A ,
ra-A{X) = raiX),  
rG/A{X) = r G { X u A ) - r G{ A ) .
We use these facts about the rank function, deletion and contraction extensively 
when we discuss the Tutte polynomial for greedoids and greedoid invariant theory.
Given two arbitrary greedoids on disjoint ground sets, we define the direct sum 
operation.
Definition 3.6.7. Let Gi — (Ei ,Fi)  and G2 = (£̂ 2,-^2) two greedoids defined on 
finite non-empty disjoint sets E\ and E2 . Let E  =  {Ei U E 2) and F  — {Fi U F2IF1 G 
F{Gi ) ,F2 G F{G 2)}. Then, G = {E,F)  is a greedoid called the direct su m  of Gi 
and G2 and is denoted G \ ® G 2 -
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E xam ple 3.6.8. Example 3.3.3 could be thought of as the direct sum of Gi and G2 
where El =  {5̂ } and E2 = {a, b, c, d, e, /} .
If the two ground sets are not disjoint, the result is, in general, not a greedoid. 
When 1̂ 21 =  1, direct sum is the addition of a loop or an isthmus. The direct 
sum operation can be extended recursively to n greedoids, Gi, G2, ...G„ with disjoint 
ground sets.
3.7 External activity
In sections 8.2 and 9.4, we will use external activity in our study of invariants. We 
introduce the notion here because it is developed using deletion and contraction. The 
material in this section is adapted from two main sources, [16] and [17].
Let G =  (E, IF) be a greedoid. If r{E) > 0, we can always find a feasible singleton, 
X ,  to delete and contract. II G/ x  and G — x  have rank greater than zero, we can repeat 
the process until we are left with only loops or the empty set. This process can be 
diagramed using a computation tree.
Definition 3.7.1. For a greedoid, G =  {E,IF), a com putation tree, Tq, is a rooted 
binary tree in which each vertex is labelled by a minor of G. The computation tree is 
created recursively.
(a) I f  IF = ^, then Tq is the trivial tree consisting of a single vertex labelled G.
(b) I f  {x} e  IF, then form two branches emanating from the root, G, by deleting 
and contracting x. Label their endpoints as G — x and G/x.
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(c) Apply (b) to each branch until a rank zero minor is reached. Label each endpoint 
with the corresponding minor ofG.
Feasible sets are 
0  ,{a), {c},{a,b),{a,c}
G/a
O-a
\ / Feasible sets of G-a are0,(C) •0 ‘o
O-a-c ^
®  P/.o
Feasible sets of G/a are 
0 . { c } , ( b )
G/a-c
G-a/c X G/a-c-b G/a-c/b "■*
0 a
no loops no loops “ '°°P
G/a-c-b is a rank zero minor. G/a-c/b is a rank zero minor. G/a/c is a rank zero minor.
b is a loop b is a loop
G -a-c is a rank zero minor. G-a/c is a rank zero minor.
Figure 5: A computation tree for a directed branching greedoid.
Figure 5 contains an example of a computation tree. Tq is not necessarily unique. 
We use the computation tree, Tq, to define the external activity for greedoids in terms 
of a given computation tree.
D efinition 3.7.2 (E x ternal ac tiv ity  in te rm s of sets). Let G = {E^IF) be a 
greedoid and let Tq be a computation tree of G. Further, let Fk be the elements 
of E  that were contracted in the unique path from the root, labelled G, to the leaves, 
labelled Gk- For Fk Q E, the external a c tiv ity  o f Fk with respect to To, denoted 
extriFk), is the collection of loops ofGk-
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Thus, the external activity of the set Ffc, is the set of elements of G that were 
neither deleted nor contracted along the corresponding path in Tq- The following 
proposition relates the feasible sets of G to its computation tree, Tq-
P roposition  3.7.3 ([16], P roposition  2.3). Let G =  {E,IF) he a greedoid and let 
To be a computation tree of G with m  leaves. Let Fk be the elements of E  that were 
contracted along the way in the unique path from the root to Gk- Then, {Fk, l  < k < 
m}  =  F.  Further,
extriFk)  C a{Fk) -  Fk, 
where a is the greedoid closure operator of Definition 3.5.1.
For a given branch, there may be elements that were neither deleted nor contracted 
along the way because they were never feasible. These elements will remain at the 
terminal end of the branch as elements of a rank zero minor. The set of elements that 
are contracted along the paths to the leaves comprise the feasible sets of G. That 
is, we can “read” the feasible sets of G from the branches. Since Gk is a rank zero 
minor, is a collection of loops or is empty. For some greedoids, a branch of Tq 
will end with 0 in which case the corresponding feasible set has no external activity.
D efinition 3.7.4. Let G be a greedoid and letTa be a computation tree ofG.  Then, 
the set of feasible se ts w ith  no external activity , F<d.j.{G), are given by
F^^{G) = { F e F :  extr{F) = 0}.
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Referring again to Figure 5, we list the external activity of each feasible set in Table 
1. For the greedoid whose computation tree is shown in Figure 5, ^ 0̂ . =  {{a}, {a,b}}.
Table 1: The external activity for the feasible sets in Figure 5.
Terminal rank 0 
minors from Tq
Feasible Set, F External Activity, Ext{F)
G -  {a} -  {c} 0 {b}
G -  {a}/{c} {c} {b}
G/{a} -  {c} -  {b} {a} 0
G /{a \ -  {c}/{6} {a, 6} 0
G/{a]/{c} {a,c} {&}
For an arbitrary greedoid the external activity of a feasible set may depend on 
Tq and thus not be unique. However, it is shown in [13] that the number of feasible 
sets with no external activity is the same for all computation trees. Thus, we refer to 
I.F0I without reference to Tq- In the next chapter, we revisit external activity when 
we discuss antimatroids. We will see that, for antimatroids, the external activity of 
a feasible set is unique.
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4 Im portant Subclasses of Greedoids
In this chapter we provide a few examples of greedoids. Our purpose is to highlight 
a few important subclasses on which we focus in our discussion of greedoid invari­
ants. We begin with interval greedoids - a class that contains both matroids and 
antimatroids.
D efinition 4.0.5. Let G =  (E,IF) be a greedoid with A , B , C  G T  such that A  C 
B C C, X e E  — C. Then, G has the in terval property  if  A U  {x}, G U {x} G i f  
implies B  U {x} G IF.
R em ark  4.0.6. We note that the interval property derives its name from the fact 
that, when the feasible sets are ordered by inclusion, A and C are the boundaries of 
an interval and the property applies to all B  in that interval.
In terval greedoids are those greedoids that satisfy the interval property. Every 
greedoid of rank less than three necessarily has the interval property.
P roposition  4.0.7. Directed branching greedoids have the interval property.
Proof. Let A, B  and C be branchings with A C B C G , x Q E  — G. I f A U  {x}  G F, 
then X  is an edge that joins two vertices, v and w, such that v is covered by A but w 
is not. If C U {x} G F, then w is still uncovered by G since x £ E  — G and A C C .  
Since B Q G, w is uncovered by B  and since A C B, v is covered by B. Then, 
B  U {x} £ F . □
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The next example shows that not all greedoids have the interval property. 
Example 4.0.8. Let E  =  {a, b, x} and
E  =  {(/),{a},{b},{x},{a,b},{b,x},{a,b,x}}.
Let A — tb, B  = {a} and C = (o, b}. Then, A C B  C C, {2;} G E  and {a, b} U {2;} =  
{a, b, x} G E . But, we cannot augment {a} with x because {a, x} ^  E .
Matroids and antimatroids are two important classes of interval greedoids.
Definition 4.0.9. A greedoid G — {E,E)  has the in terval property  w ithout 
low er bound if, for all B , C  ^  E  with B  C C, if C U {2;} G E , then B  U {2:} G E .
Remark 4.0.10. Note that the bottom restriction of the interval [A,C\ (from Defi­
nition 4-0.5) is removed to form an interval without lower bound.
As noted in Section 2, this is the subclusive axiom for matroids. See Appendix B 
for details. Thus, we can characterize matroids as a special type of interval greedoids.
Proposition 4.0.11 ([18], Chapter IV, Corollary 1.6). Matroids are precisely 
those greedoids that have the interval property without lower bound.
4.1 A ntim atroids
Antimatroids make up one of the most important classes of greedoids. They can be 
characterized in a number of different ways and for this reason have been discovered 
and rediscovered in a variety of settings over the years. In this section, we describe 
antimatroids in several ways.
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D efinition 4.1.1. A greedoid, G = (E,iF), is an an tim atro id  if  A, B  ^  IF implies 
A U B  e  IF.
This definition amounts to saying that the feasible sets of an antimatroid are 
closed under union. This is in direct contrast to the feasible (independent) sets of a 
matroid that are closed under intersection. Thus, we have one reason for the name 
antimatroid.
4.1.1 A ntim atro ids as special in terval greedoids
We used a loosening of the interval property to characterized matroids as special in­
terval greedoids. Next, we modify the interval property to characterize antimatroids.
D efinition 4.1.2. Let G = {E, IF) be a greedoid. For all A , B g IF such that A Q B, 
if  A  U {a:} G IF implies B  U {a;} G IF, then G has the in terva l p roperty  w ithou t 
upper bound.
Antimatroids can be thought of as interval greedoids without upper bound.
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.3. A greedoid G = {E,IF) is an a n tim a tro id  if  it satisfies the 
interval property without upper bound.
4.1.2 A n tim atro ids in te rm s of convexity
Convexity is the geometric aspect of antimatroids. Just as matroids are an abstraction 
of independence, antimatroids serve as an abstraction of convexity. To illustrate this, 
consider the convex closure operator of Euclidean space. For E, a finite subset of
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E” , this convex closure operator, conv : 2-® —> 2^, is a topological closure operator as 
given by Definition 3.5.2. It also satisfies the following property.
For X  C E  and x ,y  e  E  with x ,y  ^  conv{X), if a; G conv{XU{y}),  then y ^  conv{X\j{x}).
(4.1)
Figure 6 illustrates this property.
A
X ;!s y
Figure 6: The anti-exchange property of the convex closure operator
The following anti-exchange property generalizes (4.1). Let r  be a topological 
closure operator on finite set, E.
For X  C E  and x ,y  G E  with x ,y  ^  t {X),  if a: e  r { X  U {y}), then y ^  r { X  U {x}).
(4.2)
The anti-exchange property was named to indicate the close relationship to the 
Steinitz-MacLane exchange property. Equation (3.1), that characterizes matroid clo­
sure operators. This is another reason why antimatroids are so called.
A convex geom etry  is a pair, {E,r),  such that E  is a finite set and r  is a 
topological closure operator that satisfies the anti-exchange property, (4.2). If JA =
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r(X ), then we say X  is convex. The collection of convex sets of a convex geometry is 
denoted C. Because r  determines C, convex geometries are often denoted (E,C). See 
Appendix B for details. Convex geometries and antimatroids are dual in the following 
sense.
P ro p o sitio n  4.1.4 ([2], P roposition  8.7.3). Let G =  {E,X)  be a greedoid and let 
=  {X E \E  — X  & X }. Then, {E, F) is an antimatroid if and only if {E, F^) is 
a convex geometry.
At this point, we will provide three classes of antimatroids and their corresponding 
convex geometries.
E xam ple 4.1.5. Let P  = {E, <) he a poset and let F  be the order ideals of P. That is, 
F  =  {X  C E\ for all x E X , if y < x, then y E X}. Then, (E,F)  is an antimatroid 
known as a poset antim atroid. The convex sets of the convex geometry, (E,C), are 
the order filters (dual ideals) of P.
E xam ple 4.1.6. Let E  be the edge set of a tree, T . Define F  to be the collection of 
complements of subtrees ofT.  Then, (E,F)  is the edge pruning an tim atro id  o f  
T.  The convex sets of the dual convex geometry are the subtrees of T.
The third example requires the following definition.
D efinition  4.1.7. Let t  be a closure operator as defined in Definition 3.5.2. A point 
X  E X  is an extrem e poin t of X  if  x  ^  r{X  — x ) .
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Example 4.1.8. Let E  be a finite set of points in Euclidean space. Let T  =  {X  C 
E \E  — X  is convex}. Then, A  =  {E,X)  is a convex pruning an tim atroid . If  
t {X)  = E  n conv(X),  then {E, r) is the dual convex geometry. We now describe how 
to determine T  given C. Let A be a non-empty convex set. Then, A contains at least 
one extreme point, x, such that A  — x is convex. Hence, E  — A — x is feasible. Thus, 
the convex pruning antimatroid results from the process of repeatedly removing the 
extreme points from convex sets.
Remark 4.1.9. The antimatroids in these three examples are normal; i.e., they have 
no loops. In fact, many “naturally occurring” antimatroids have no loops and hence, 
the ground set, E, is feasible. Throughout the literature, antimatroids are often as­
sumed to be normal and we follow this convention throughout this dissertation.
4.1.3 Antimatroids in terms of lattices
Recall that the feasible sets of a greedoid, G =  {E,X),  ordered by inclusion form a 
poset P =  {H,  C). Let G be an antimatroid with X , Y  G JF. Because the feasible 
sets of an antimatroid are closed under union, X  W Y  equals X  U V in P  and X  A Y  
equals X  C\Y in P . For normal antimatroids, P  =  1. Thus, the poset of feasible sets 
of an antimatroid form a lattice.
P roposition  4.1.10 ([2], P roposition  8.7.5). Let G =  (P ,P )  he a greedoid and 
let P  = (P, C) be the poset of feasible sets of G. Then, the following are equivalent.
(i) (P, P ) is an antimatroid.
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(iij P is a join-distributive lattice.
(in) P is a semimodular lattice.
R em ark  4.1.11. A lattice L is join-distribute if, for every x € L — {1}, the interval 
[x,j{x]] is Boolean, where j{x) is the join of all the elements that cover x.
Poset antimatroids were introduced in Example 4.1.5. The lattice of feasible sets 
of a poset antimatroid has a special structure due to the fact that the feasible sets 
(order ideals) are closed under both union and intersection. This means that the 
lattice distributive laws will be satisfied. Recall the Fundamental Theorem of Finite 
Distributive Lattices (FTFDL).
T heorem  4.1.12 ([21], T heorem  3.4.1). (FTFDL) Let J{P) denote the set of all
order ideals of poset P  ordered by inclusion, and let L be a finite distributive lattice.
Then, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) finite poset P  for which L = J{P)-
The next proposition follows from the FTFDL.
P roposition  4.1.13. An antimatroid A  =  {E,J-) is a poset antimatroid if  and only 
if P  = {IF, C) is a distributive lattice.
These lattice characterizations allow us to apply lattice theory to our investigation 
of antimatroid invariants.
Poset antimatroids are quite special because they generalize all other antimatroids 
as the following proposition states.
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Proposition 4.1.14 ([2], Proposition 8.7.8). Let f  : F  E  be a function from 
a poset, P, to a set, E, and let T  — {f {A)  C E\A is an ideal of P}. Then, {E,E)  
is an antimatroid and all antimatroids can be generated this way.
4.1.4 Antimatroid and external activity
In Section, 3.7 we noted that, for an arbitrary greedoid, the external activity of 
a feasible set depends on its computation tree and therefore may not be unique. 
However the added structure of antimatroids guarantees the uniqueness of the external 
activity of feasible sets. We can characterize antimatroids in terms of external activity.
Proposition 4.1.15 ([16], Proposition 2.4). Let G be a greedoid and let Tq be
any computation tree of G. Then, extriF) = cr{F) — F for all feasible sets F  if  and 
only if G is an antimatroid.
Remark 4.1.16. For an antimatroid, A  = {E,F),  the external activity of a feasible 
set, Fk G F , does not depend on the computation tree, Tq, and is thus denoted 
ext{Fk).
Recall that, for an arbitrary greedoid, extriF)  C a{F) — F.  The strengthening 
to equality is due to the interval property without upper bound that characterizes 
antimatroids. Refer to [16] for a detailed study of external activity and interval 
partitions. In Chapter 9.2, we focus on an invariant for antimatroids and use the 
external activity of feasible sets extensively.
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We wrap up this discussion of classes of greedoids with a few examples of greedoids 
that are not antimatroids.
• A greedoid, G — (E,!F), has the transposition  p ro p e rty  if it satisfies the 
following:
if A, A U {x}, A U {y} G and A U {x} U {y} ^  then  A U {x} O B
implies A U {y} O B E for all 5  C — (A U {x} U {y})- (4.3)
A tran sp o sitio n  greedoid, is a greedoid that satisfies the transposition prop­
erty, (4.3). The interval property is a strengthening of the transposition prop­
erty. So, all interval greedoids are transposition greedoids. Not all transposition 
greedoids are interval greedoids. For example, series-parallel decomposition is 
a well-studied graph decomposition that can be used to characterize a transpo­
sition greedoid. See [18] for details.
•  Let A be a matrix. Use Gaussian elimination to reduce A to an upper triangular 
matrix. Let { j i , j 2 , ■■■jk} be the column indices of the pivots of A. Let E  be the 
set of column indices of A and let
^  - j k} \ { j i , j 2 , - j k )  is a  subsequence of (ji, j 2 , - jm)}-
Then, (E, 3F) is a greedoid called the G aussian  elim ination  greedoid.
Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between some of the classes of greedoids in­
cluding those mentioned here.
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Greedoids
Transposition Greedoids
RetractYjreed ridsAntimatroids Dismantlin)
Greedoids;
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Overtax pruning of Tree 
oedge pruning of Tree 
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chordal graph
Gaussian Greedoids
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______________ local poSeHtre
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Figure 7: Relationship among some classes of greedoids
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5 Greedoid Invariants
In Chapter 2, we reviewed basic matroid concepts and discussed the fundamental 
results of matroid invariant theory: many key classes of invariants are actually eval­
uations of one universal invariant, the Tutte polynomial, t {M]x,y).  We now embark 
on a study of greedoid invariant theory. Our goal is to develop greedoid counterparts 
to the Tutte polynomial and key classes of matroid invariants. We begin by stating 
that an isomorphism invariant on a class of objects is a Z-valued function, / ,  such 
that
f {A)  — f {B)  whenever A = B.
5.1 G—invariants
Let G = {E, IF) be a greedoid. Prom Definition 3.6.3, the restriction of G to E  — A 
is a greedoid with ground set E  — A  and collection of feasible sets IF — A — { X  C 
E  — A \X  £ IF}. For e £ E, we denote the greedoid of the restriction of G to {e} by 
G(e).
Definition 5.1.1. A g—invariant, tt, is any isomorphism invariant on the class of
greedoids that satisfies the following axioms:
(gl) if  e is a loop or an isthmus, then 7t(G) =  7r(G(e)) • 7r(G — e),
(g2) if {e} is feasible, and if w{I) =  t for an isthmus. I, then
7t(G) =  7r(G/e) + {t -
A g-invariant is the greedoid counterpart to the matroid T-G  invariant. Axiom
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(gl) can be extended to the direct sum of two greedoids using an inductive argument. 
Thus, axiom (gl) can de replaced by axiom (gl'); If G =  Gi © G2, then 7t(G) = 
7t ( G i ) • 7t( G 2 ) .
5.2 Generalized g—invariants
As was the case with matroids, some invariants do not satisfy axiom (g2) but do satisfy 
a generalization of axiom (g2). Such functions are known as generalized g-invariants.
Definition 5.2.1. Let a,b he non-zero constants. A generalized g -in varian t, h',
is a greedoid isomorphism invariant that satisfies
(gl) if e is a loop or an isthmus, then h'{G) = h'{G{e)) • h!{G — e),
(g2') if {e} is feasible, and if 'n{I) =  t for an isthmus. I, then
h'{G) =  b • /i'(G/e) +  a h'{G -  e).
5.3 G reedoid group invariants
Thirdly, we define a counterpart to a matroid group invariant.
Definition 5.3.1. A greedoid group invariant,  tt, is a greedoid isomorphism 
invariant that satisfies axiom (g2), the additive recursion, but not necessarily (gl), 
the multiplicative recursion.
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6 A Universal Greedoid Invariant
Next, we introduce a universal greedoid invariant and prove fundamental results that 
characterizes all g-invariants, generalized g-invariants and group invariants.
6.1 T he greedoid T utte polynom ial
We begin with a counterpart to the matroid Tutte polynomial, t(M ;x,y).
D efinition 6.1.1. Let G = {E,tF) and define the greedoid Tutte polynom ial,
h{G] t, z), as follows:
h{Gfi,z) =
A C E
It is often convenient to write h{G) for h{G]t,z)', we do so when there is no 
chance of confusion. Notice that if I  is an isthmus and L is a loop, then h{I) — t and 
h{L) = z. For these and other reasons, the choice of variables t — l  and z — I will be 
come apparent.
6.2 A  characterization of g—invariants
The greedoid Tutte polynomial, h{G\t,z)  serves as the universal g-invariant. A 
precise statement of this result is given in Lemma 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.2.
Lem m a 6 .2 .1 . The greedoid Tutte polynomial, h{G]t,z), is a g-invariant.
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Proof. We first show that axiom (g2) holds, so let e be a feasible element of G.  Then, 
for all X  C E  either e € X ox e ^  X .  Thus,
h{G)=  (t -  +  E  {t -
eeXCE e^XCE
We will show that these two sums become the two terms in axiom (g2).
Let r' be the rank function of G/e. If e 6  X, then r '(X  — e) =  r(X ) — 1, 
r '{E!e)  =  r { E)  -  1, [X -  e| =  jXl -  1, and \E -  e\ =  \E\ -  1.
So, we can rewrite this first sum as
(t-lY{E)-r{X)(^^_-^^\X\-r(X)
eeXQE
=  Y  ( t -  l ) [ K S ) - l - ( r ( X ) - l ) l ^ _ ^  _  j^ ^ [ |X |- l ] - [ r ( X ) - l ]  
e€X<ZE
— Y ^  {t — iy'(E/e)-r'{X-e)^^ _  ]^yX-el-r'(X-e)
e e X C E
= ' Y  { t -  iy'iE/e)-r'{X)(^^ _  ]^yX|-r'(X)
XCE-e
= h{G/e).
Next, we address the second sum, X)e^xcjs(^ "" (2: — Let r" be
the rank function of G —e. For, X  C E —e, r"{X) = r(X). With this fact, we express
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this second sum in terms of G — e.
( i -  =  (6 .1)
e^XCE
= Y 1  (t -  -  1)'^ '" '’"̂ ^̂  (6.2)
e^XCE
= { t -  lyiE)-r(E-e) . (g _ 3 ^
{ t -  iy"iE-e)-r"iX)^^ _  i)|X|-."(X) ( g _ 4 )
XCE-e 
= { t -  iy(E)-r{E-e) .
Thus, axiom (g2) is satisfied. To prove axiom (gl), consider the special cases in 
which e is an isthmus or a loop.
If e is an isthmus, then G — e = G/e and r{E) — r{E  — e) =  1. Since e is feasible, 
the argument above holds, and so, h{G) =  h{G/e) + {t — lyiE)-r(E-e) . 
reduces to h{G) =  h{G — e) + {t — l)h{G — e) — t ■ h{G — e). Since h{G{e)) = t, we 
conclude that h{G) =  h{G{e)) ■ h{G — e).
If e is a loop, contraction is not defined. However, we can still break the sum into 
the two parts:
h{G)=  ^  ^  (i_l)r(£;)-r(X)(^_^)|X|-r(X)_
eeXCE e^XCE
If e ^  X, since r{E) = r{E  — e), by Equation 6.1, we have
Y ,  { t -  -  l)l^l-dx) =  _  g). (6.6)
e^XCE
If e G X, then |X — e| =  |X| — 1 and r(X ) =  r"{X) — r(X  — e), where r" is the
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rank function of G — e. Also, r"{E) — r{E)\ thus,
eeXCE
= ^  { t -  iy''iE)-r"{X)(^  ̂ _  -^yX-e\+l~r"{X)
e&XCE
=  ^  ( t  -  i y A E ) - r " { X ) ( ^ ^  _  y \ X \ - T " { X )
XCE-e
— {z — 1) • h{G — e).
Putting these two sums together we have h{G) = h{G — e) +  (^ — 1) • h{G — e) —
z ■ h{G — e). Since h{G{e)) = z, we obtain h{G) =  h{G{e)) ■ h{G — e).
□
Not only is the greedoid Tutte polynomial a g-invariant, but like its matroid
counterpart, all other g-invariants can be realized as evaluations of h{G).
T heorem  6 .2 .2 . There is a unique function, h{G]t,z), from the set of isomorphism 
classes of greedoids into the polynomial ring Z[t, z\ that has the following properties:
(i) h{I',t,z) =  t and h{L]t,z) = z where I  is an isthmus and L is a loop,
(a) if {e} is feasible, then
h{G) =  h{G/e) + {t -  i)d-E)-r(s-e).
(Hi) if e is a loop or an isthmus, then
h{G) =  h{G{e)) ■ h{G -  e).
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Further, if  tt is any g-invariant, then
7r{0) = h{G\ t, z) =  h{G\ 7t(/), 7t(L)).
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from the previous lemma. To show uniqueness, 
suppose there is a second function, j{G\ t, z), that satisfies properties (i)-(iii). We will 
show that j(G ]t,z)  =  h{G]t,z), for G = {E,!F), by induction on |£ |̂.
If |£ |̂ =  1, then G is a loop or an isthmus. If G is a loop, property (i) implies that 
h{L\t, z) = z = j{L\ t, z). If G is an isthmus, we have h{I; t ,z)  — t = j{I; t, z).
Assume h{G\t,z) =  j{G \t,z )  if |.E| =  n — 1 > 1. Suppose G =  (E,J^) is a 
greedoid such that \E\ =  n. Either G consists of n loops or G has a feasible element. 
If G consists of n loops, then property (iii) implies j{G \t,z )  = z^ = h{G\t,z). If G 
has a feasible element, e, it can be deleted and contracted from G. Then, by property
(ii),
j{G) =  j(G /e) +  (( -  • j(G  -  e).
Since |£'(G/e)| =  \E{G — e)| =  n — 1, we can apply the inductive hypothesis. Thus,
j{G) =  h{G/e) + { t -  lYiE)-r{E-e) . _  g) _
Therefore, j{G\ t, z) = h{G] t, z).
Let 7T by any g-invariant. We show that 7r(G) =  h{G; 7r(/), 7r(L)) for /, an isthmus, 
and L, a loop. This follows from another inductive argument on the size of E.
Suppose \E\ =  1. Then, G is either a loop, L, or an isthmus, I. Hence, 
h ( / ;7r ( / ) ,7r(L)) = 7r(/) and fi(L;7t ( / ) ,7r(L)) =  7r(L). Thus, /i(G;7r ( / ) ,7r(L)) =  7t(G).
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Next, suppose that \E\ = n. Then, either G consists of n loops or G has at 
least one feasible element. If G consists of all loops, by (gl) of Definition 5.1.1, 
7t(G) =  {'k{L)Y  and h{G) =  z". Thus, h(G; 7t(/), 7r(L)) =  (7r(L))” =  7r(G). If G 
has a feasible element, e, it can be deleted and contacted to get two greedoids of size 
n — 1. Then, by axiom (g2) of Definition 5.1.1,
7 r (G )  =  7 r ( G / e )  +  ( 7 r ( / )  -  -  e ) .
By the inductive hypothesis,
7t(G) =  h{G/e- 7t(/), 7 r ( L ) )  +  ( 7 r ( / )  -  h{G -  e; 7 r (J ) ,  7t(L)).
Since h is a g-invariant, axiom (gl) of Definition 5.1.1 implies
7t(G ) =
□
Remcirk 6.2.3. I f  e is not a coloop, then r{E) =  r{E — e) and property (ii) reduces 
to the usual matroid recursion h{G) — h{G/e) + h{G — e). However, if  e is a coloop,
we only know that r{E) > r{E — e) and so the t — l term is necessary.
Property (iii) can be generalized to
{m y  If G =  Gl © G2 , then h{G) =  h(Gi) • h(Ga).
Then, h{G;t, z) can be defined by properties (i), (ii), and (iUy. See Appendix B.
Figure 8 shows a calculation of h{G]t,z) for this the directed branching greedoid 
of Example 3.3.3 using the recursive properties. The result is h{G\t,z)  =  tz^[{t — 
l)H z‘̂ - ^ { t -  l) tz  + t^ -z \ .
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h(G)=tz h(G-|c,d,g))
o -
r(G)=4
c and d are loops, g is an isthmus.
< T
h(G)=tz ^h(G-(c,d.gl/0 + h(G-{cAg)-0]
(G-{c,d,gl)-f 
rank is 3
a is feasible: delete and contract a.
o -
delete a
•  o
0 -;— o
b,e are loops.
3 2
h«G -lc,d.g)l-f-aM t-l)i
o -
delete f.
-O
-O
O -  - 0
delete b. /
•  o —- o
X.^contract b.'•<k
Delele c.d, and g.
rank is 3
f  is a feiasible singleton; delete and contract f.
-o
contract f.
delete e. \
' 0e ^  e
e is an isthmus, 
e is a loop.. j
h([G-lc.d.gl-fy»)=<t-I)z + t
(G -(c.d,g)yf 
rank is 2
e is a loop; delete e.
- o -
lank is 2.
* o
delete a.
y
b is a loop.
*"-..c<Hitract a.
-o
b is an isthmus
h((G-(c.d.g)/n-e>a((t-l) z +t)
Figure 8: Calculating the greedoid Tutte polynomial
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6.3 A  characterization o f generalized g—invariants
In the same manner used in Theorem 6.2.2 to characterize g-invariants, we charac­
terize generalized g-invariants in terms of the greedoid Tutte polynomial.
T heorem  6.3.1, Let a, b be non-zero elements of a field, F. Then, there is a unique 
function, h', from the class of greedoids into F[t,z] with the following properties:
(i) h '{I\t,z) = t and h'(L]t,z) = z, where I  is an isthmus and L is a loop,
(ii') if {e} e  F, then
/. _ ,\r{E)-r{E-e)
h'{G]t, z) = b- h'{G/e\t, z) + a- I ——  j • h'{G -  e;t, z),
(iii) if  e is a loop or an isthmus, then h'(G) =  h'{G{e)) • h'{G — e) .
Furthermore, the function h' is given by
h'{G-,t, z) = • h ( g -, ^
Proof. Let
Then,
and
t, z) = ■ h .
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Thus, (i) is satisfied. Next, we will show that (ii) is satisfied for all feasible elements, 
e. By definition.
h'{G]t,z) =
X C E  ^  ^
As in the proof of Lemma 6.2.1, we break the sum into two parts, subsets that contain 
e and those that do not.
First, consider subsets, X  Q E, such that e G X. Let r' be the rank function 
of G/e. Then r \ X  -  e) = r(X )  -  1, r'(E/e) = r(E) -  1, jX -  ej =  |Xl -  1, and 
\E/e\ =  \E\ -  1.
J B l- r - ( B )  . ^ r(B ) . ^  ( t  _  l y i E y r i X )  _  i ^ \ X \ - r { X )  ^
e e X C E  ^ ^
^  ^ |£ | - r ( B )  . ^ r(E ) . ^  _  ^ ^ ^ [ |X |- l l - [ r (X ) - l ]
e e X C E  ^ ^
^  ^ \ E h l - ( r ( E ) - l )  . l j r ( E ) - l  . ^  -  i y ' ( E / e ) - r ' ( X - e )  _  ^ y x | - l - r ' ( X - e )
e e X C E  
X C E - e
b ■ h'[{G/e]t,z)].
^ . ^^\E/e\ - r ' {E /e )  . ^ r '(B /e )  . ^  _  y r ' { E / e ) - r ' { X )  _  3̂ y x i - r '( X ) |
 ^
Next, consider subsets X, such that e 0  X. Let r" be the rank function of G — e. 
For, X  C. E — e, r”{X) =  r-(X). Use this to rewrite the second sum.
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^\E\ -r (E)  _ ^r{E)  ̂ ^  ( I  _  =
e^XCE
^  ^ \ E V t(E) . r̂(B) . ^  (i -  i y ( E ) - r " i X ) ( ^ ^  _  ^^\X\ -r"{X)
e^XCE
^  ^\E\-r{E) . ^r{E) • ^  (J -  lY ( E ) - r ( E - e ) + r { E - e ) - r " {X )  _  ^yx|-r"(X)
e^XCE
,t
^  ^ |£ |- r ( f ; )  . ^r(B ) . _  ^ ^ r (£ ) - r (£ ;- e )  ^  _  l ) r " ( f i - e ) - r " ( X ) _  ^ y X |- r " ( X )
 ̂ X C E - e  ^ ^
=  a  ■ a \ ^ N l ~ i r { E - e ) ) - { r ( E ) - r { E - e ) )  . l f {E -e ) ^^  _  ^ y { E ) - r { E - e )  .
{ - -  l)KS-e)-r"(X)^f _  ^yx|-r"(X)
X C E - e
a
= a
t — b
a
r { E ) - r { E - e )
/ ,  \  r " ( £ - e ) - r " ( X )
X C E - e
a
t — b
a
r {E ) - r { E -e )
h'(G — e; t, z)
□
6.4 Greedoid corank—nullity polynom ial
Through a change of variables, we can form another polynomial for greedoids, h{G\ t, z), 
that is analogous to the matroid corank-nullity polynomial, 8{M \x,y).
D efinition 6.4.1. Let G =  {E ,T) be a greedoid. The greedoid corank-nullity  
polynom ial o f  G, f (G \t ,z ) ,  is defined by
f  {G\ t, z) = h{G] t +  1,2 +  1)-
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This polynomial was introduced by Gordon and McMahon to distinguish rooted 
arborescences. See [14] for details.
6.5 Greedoid group invariants and the greedoid T utte poly­
nomial
Matroid group invariants are characterized in terms of the matroid Tutte polynomial. 
Similarly, we characterize greedoid group invariants in terms of the greedoid Tutte 
polynomial.
P roposition  6.5.1. Let A  be an Abelian group. There is a unique function, f ,  from 
the isomorphism class of non-empty greedoids to A , such that the following two axioms 
are satisfied:
(i) f{G) =  f{G/e) + {t — ly(^')-riE-e) njJiere {e} is feasible and, for an 
isthmus. I, f { I )  =  t,
(ii) I f  Ii denotes the greedoid that consists ofi isthmuses and Lj denotes the greedoid 
that consists of j  loops, then f{Ii ® Lj) = OLij for all i and j  where i +  j  > 0 .
Furthermore, if h{G\ t, z) = 2̂,1 ' ^ j  bijfz^ is the greedoid Tutte polynomial, then 
f{G) = S j  bijttij.
Proof. Let h{0\ t, z) =  Yli 'I2j bijPz^ and let /(G ) =  Ylj hjCXij. Because h{G', t, z) 
is a g-invariant, it satisfies (i). Let =  PzK Then, /(G ) satisfies (i). Also, 
h{Ii 0  L j\t ,z )  =  P z f  so f{Ii  © Lj) = aij, and (ii) is satisfied. Then, at least one
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function, f(G)  =  hjaij has the required properties. Uniqueness is shown using
an inductive argument similar to that of Theorem 6.2.2. □
6.6 G reedoid T utte invariants
Finally, we wish to discuss those invariants that are not g, generalized g or group 
invariants but that can still be determined from the greedoid Tutte polynomial.
D efinition 6.6.1. A function, f ,  from the class of greedoids into a set, C, is a 
greedoid Tutte  in va r ia n t if /(G ) =  f{H ) whenever G and H have the same 
greedoid Tutte polynomial.
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7 Exam ples of g—invariants
Having characterized g-invariants and their relationship to the greedoid Tutte poly­
nomial, we next examine some applications.
7.1 T he number of feasible sets, bases, spanning sets and  
subsets
T heorem  7.1.1. Let F{G), B{G), S{G), and n{G) denote the number of feasible 
sets, bases, spanning sets, and subsets respectively, of greedoid, G. Each of these is a 
g-invariant given by,
(i) F {G )^h{G -,2,1),
(ii) B{G) = h{G-,10),
(iii) 5(G) =  /i(G; 1,2),
(iv) V(G) = h (G ;2, 2).
Proof. We first prove (i) in some detail. As the other proofs are similar, we give only 
an outline.
Proof of (i): To prove F{G) =  h(G ;2 , 1), we show that F{G) is a g-invariant. 
That is, it satisfies axiom (gl') and axiom (g2). To that end, we note that if two 
greedoids are isomorphic they have the same number of feasible sets. Hence, F{G) 
is an isomorphism invariant. Secondly, suppose G =  Gi ® G2 with feasible sets T ,
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JFi, and JF2, respectively. By Definition 3.6.7, JF =  {Fi U F2 : Fi G F2 G ^ 2 }- It 
readily follows that F{G) =  F{G\) ■ F{G2)- So, axiom (gl') is easily satisfied. Next, 
we show axiom (g2) is satisfied.
If e is a feasible singleton, then there are two types of feasible sets of G: those 
that contain e and those that do not. Those that contain e are denoted F ' . The 
collection of feasible sets of G/e is given by
F{G/e) = { X Q E - e \ X l }  {e} e  F}.
Thus, |.7’(G/e)| =  \F'\. Those feasible sets that do not contain e are denoted F ” and 
are given by
F" -= {X < G E -  e|X G F}.
These are the feasible sets of G — e. Thus, we have F  = F  U F ”, where the union is 
disjoint, which implies F{G) = F{G/e) + F{G — e). Since t =  F{I) = 2, axiom (g2) 
is satisfied. Hence, F  is a g-invariant with F{I) =  2 and F{L) = 1. Theorem 6.2.2 
gives F{G) — h{G] 2, 1).
Proof of (ii): As with feasible sets, it is easy to see that B{G) is an isomorphism 
invariant and that the direct sum rule applies. Also, B{I) = 1 and B{L) =  1.
Now, we focus on axiom (g2). We consider two cases.
Case 1: G has a feasible coloop, e, then r(G) > r(G  — e), and axiom (g2) reduces
to B{G) =  B{G/e). Since e is in every basis of G, the bases of G /e are
B{G/e) = { B C E - e \ B U  {e} G B} = {B -  e\B G B} = B{G).
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Case 2: Every feasible element of G is not a coloop. Let e be a feasible non-coloop. 
Then, r{E) =  r{E — e) and axiom (g2) reduces to
B{G) =  B{G/e) + B{G -  e).
Since e is not a coloop, there are bases of G that do not contain e. These are 
precisely the bases of G — e, denoted B{G — e). We have
|B1 =  |B(G/e)| +  |B(G -  e)|
or
B{G) = B{G/e) + B(G -  e)
and axiom (g2) is satisfied. Hence, B{G) is a g-invariant. Since B{I) = 1 and 
B{L) = 1, Theorem 6.2.2 gives B{G) = h{G\ 1,1).
Proof of (iii): This proof is left to the reader, as it is similar to the proof of (ii). 
Proof of (iv): If two greedoids are isomorphic, they have the same number of 
subsets of their respective ground sets. So N{G) is an isomorphism invariant. Next, 
suppose that G = Gi ® G2 and that 1G| =  n, |Gi| =  k, and IG2I = n — k. Then, 
7r(Gi)-7r(G2) =  =  2"' =  '^(G), and tt satisfies axiom (gl')- To show axiom (g2),
note that iV(G/e) =  and N { G -e )  =  2^~\ Hence, A^(G/e) +A ^(G -e) =  2”-^-h 
2"“  ̂ =  2” =  N{G). If G has one element, then this reduces to N{I) = N{L) = 2. 
Thus, N{G) =  2l l̂ -  h(G; 2 ,2).
□
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7.2 A partitioning of spanning sets
The following proposition illustrates another g-invariant.
P roposition  7.2.1. Let G be a greedoid of rank r and cardinality n, and let Sk be 
the number of spanning sets of size k, for r < k < n .  Then,
n—r
h{G] 1,1 +  ty) =  ^  Sr+jwL
3 = 0
Proof. Since h{G]t,z) =  ~  setting t = 1 and
z = 1 + w gives
h{G-,lA + w )=
Let j  =  |A |- r ( £ ; ) ,  \ X \ = j  + r. Then,
X C B
r ( £ ; ) = r ( X )
h{G] 1 ,1 + w) = ^  Sr+jwL
3 = 0
□
7.3 The greedoid invariant of K orte, Lovasz, and Schrader
In [18], Korte, Lovasz and Schrader, introduced a greedoid polynomial that partially 
extends the concept of the Tutte polynomial for matroids. It can be defined recur­
sively.
D efinition 7.3.1. Let G be a greedoid. Define a greedoid polynomial, Xoit), as 
follows: Xg{I) = 1, A(L) =  t, and
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Xc/e{t) */{e} € ^  and e is coloop,
= Xc/eii) +  ^G-e{t) if  {^} ^  ^  6 is not a coloop,
Xc^{t)Xo2 {t) if  G is the direct sum of G\ and G2 .
The following theorem shows how Xa{t) fits into our framework of greedoid in­
variant theory.
T heorem  7.3.2. The greedoid polynomial Xa{t) is a g-invariant where Xcit) = 
h{G-,l,t).
Proof. If G is an isthmus, I, Xi{t) =  1. If G is a loop, L, Ai(t) = t. If e is a feasible 
and not a coloop, then r{E) =  r{E — e) and (g2) reduces to Xa{t) =  Xa/e{t) + Xa-eit) 
which is true by Definition 7.3.1. If e is a feasible coloop, then r{E) > r{E  — e) and 
(g2) reduces to Xa{t) = Xc/eit) which also follows from Definition 7.3.1. Thus, Xoit)
is a g-invariant with Xa{t) = h{G\ l ,t) .  □
Korte, Lovasz, and Schrader also introduced an invariant for greedoids based on 
Xoit). We refer to it as a KLS invariant.
D efinition 7.3.3. Let (j) he a function that assigns a complex value to every greedoid,
G = (E,J^). We call 4> a K L S  in varian t if it satisfies the following five axioms: 
(KLSl) (j){G) =  (j){G/e) if  e is a feasible coloop,
(KLS2) <p{G) = 4>{G — e) -t- (j){G/e) if  e is feasible and not a coloop,
(KLS3) f{G) =  (^(Gi) • (j){G2) ?/G =  Gl © G2,
(KLS4) 0 (Gi) — <f{G2) i fG i is isomorphic to G2 ,
(KLS5) 4>{G) ^  0 for at least one greedoid.
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Every KLS invariant is an evaluation of Xoit) which makes KLS invariants a 
subclass of g-invariants.
C orollary 7.3.4. Every KLS invariant is a g-invariant.
Proof. By Proposition 8.6.4 of [18], if 4>{G) is a KLS invariant, then 4>{G) =  Xg{z). 
By Theorem 7.3.2, 4>{G) is a g-invariant given by 4{G) =  /i(G; l ,z ) .  □
Not all g-invariants are KLS invariants. If there exists an. e ^  E  such that e is in 
every feasible set of G, then the number of feasible sets of G is equal to the number 
of feasible sets of G/e. However, for an arbitrary greedoid, there may be no such e.
P roposition  7.3.5. The number of feasible sets is not a KLS invariant.
Proof. We will show that if G has a feasible coloop that is not in every feasible set, 
then axiom (KLSl) fails.
Let e be a feasible coloop of G — {E, iF) and let F E By Proposition 3.6.6,
J- = J-j e\J J - — e
= { X - e \ e e X , X  e J^}0 { X  E T \ e i X ] .
Choose Y  E T  such that e . Then, Y  C F —e but Y  %. F  je. Thus, Y  E F  but 
Y  ^  Fje.  Since F{G/e)  C F{G), then \F{G)\ ^  \F{G/e)\. The number of feasible 
sets does not satisfy axiom (KLSl). Therefore, the number of feasible sets is not a 
KLS invariant. □
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8 Exam ples of Tutte, Group and Generalized g—
invariants
Several key graph and poset functions have been generalized to matroids. These 
include the Mobius function, chromatic polynomial and beta invariant. In this chapter 
we generalize these functions and we classify each of them as a type of greedoid 
invariant. We first address the Mobius function.
8.1 The M obius function and th e M obius invariant
D efinition 8.1.1. The M obius fu n ction  ii{x,z) of a finite poset, P, is defined 
recursively as follows:
(i) jj,{x, x) =  1 for all x E P,
(ii) Ijl{ x , z ) = — Z®’’ all X < y in P,
x<z<y
(Hi) p{x,y) ^ 0  if x ^ y .
R em ark  8.1.2. Sometimes, the Mobius function of P  is written as pp to avoid 
confusion.
As we mentioned in 4.1.3, the feasible sets of a greedoid, ordered by inclusion, 
form a poset. For an arbitrary greedoid G =  {E,T) ,  the poset P{G) — {E, C) will 
be graded with height r{E) and will have 0 =  0. The maximal elements of P  will
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be the bases of G. Thus, we can define a M obius function for greedoid , /j,o, as 
Pg{x , y) = y{x, y) for all x ,y  ^  P{G).
8 .1.1 C om puting  fia
For small posets, the Mobius function can be computed using Definition 8.1.1. But, 
more sophisticated techniques for calculating y  have been developed. We refer the 
reader to Chapter 3 of [21] for a detailed study. Next we develop a method for 
calculating the Mobius function of an antimatroid. We begin with a lemma that 
describes the intervals of the lattice of feasible sets of an antimatroid. Recall that 
Proposition 4.1.3 states that the poset P  =  {IF,Q) of the antimatroid is a join- 
distributive lattice.
L em m a 8.1.3. Let P  — (.F, C) be the poset of feasible sets of antimatroid, A . Then, 
every interval of the form [x, k{x)] is Boolean, where k{x) is the join of any non-empty 
subset of elements covering x.
Proof. First, recall that the lattice of feasible sets of an antimatroid is a join-distributive 
lattice L. By definition, every interval [x,j{x)] in L — {1} is Boolean, where j{x)  is 
the join of all the elements covering x. We wish to show that this is also true for 
the join of some of the elements covering x. To that end, suppose that k(x) 7̂  1 is 
the join of the elements {xj}j all of which cover x. The elements of P{A)  are closed 
under union because A  is an antimatroid. So every possible union of the element of 
{xi}i must also be in P{A). Thus, [x,fc(x)] is Boolean. □
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We will also use the following result by Stanley ([21], Example 3.9.6).
Lem m a 8.1.4. Let F  be a finite distributive lattice. For X , Y  6 P,
(— if [X,Y] is Boolean,
fx{X,Y) = (8.1)
0 otherwise.
Now, we wish to characterize the Mbbius function of an antimatroid. Recall that 
r(X ) is the set of continuations oi X  £ IF.
P roposition  8.1.5. Let A  = {E,IF) be an antimatroid and let 7 (X) C F(X). For 
X , Y  e F ,
( _ l ) r ( y ) - r ( X )  i f Y  = X U  j { X)
(8 ,2)
0 otherwise.
Proof. U Y  = X  U7 (X), then [X, Y] is Boolean, by Lemma 8.1.3, and thus /J.{X, Y ) = 
(_l}^(^)-^(^) by Lemma 8.1.4. Now, suppose Y  ^  X  U 'y(X). li X  ^  Y,  then 
lx{X,Y)  =  0 by Definition 8.1.1, part (iii). If X  C y , and X  contains some 2: such 
that there is an x ^  2, then {x} u r (X )  C Y,  in which case ia{X, y )  =  0 by Definition 
8 .1.1, part (ii). □
8 .1.2 T he M obius invariant
An account of the several key matroid invariants is found in [22], including an invariant 
based on the Mobius function. The flats (closed sets) of a matroid ordered by inclusion 
form a geometric lattice, L. For X , Y  C E{M),  the Mobius function (jlm of matroid
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M  is defined by:
f iL{X,Y) i i X , Y e L  
f ^ M{ X , Y ) =^ Q i f X ^ L , Y e L  (8-3)
undefined Y  ^  L.
W ith the added structure of a lattice, one can define a M obius invariant, h m , of 
M  by hm =  1 (̂0)i) where 0 and i are the bottom and top elements of the lattice of 
flats. In [22], several expansions of the Mobius invariant for matroids are developed 
and it is shown that ju(M) is a generalized TG-invariant. We next consider when a 
Mobius invariant for greedoids can be defined.
For an arbitrary greedoid, the poset of feasible sets may not have a 1 and X \ / Y  
may not exist for all X , Y  ^  P(.G). Hence, P{G) will not admit a lattice structure. 
However, by Proposition 4.1.10, the feasible sets of an antimatroid form a semimod- 
ular lattice, we can define a Mobius invariant for antimatroids.
D efinition 8 .1 .6 . Let A  =  {E,IF) be an antimatroid with lattice of feasible sets, C. 
The M obius in varian t o f A  is defined by:
fx{A) = /i(0 ,i) .
We need the following lemma to characterize the Mobius invariant, ia{A).
L em m a 8.1.7 ([21], C orollary  3.9.5). I f  L is a finite lattice for which 1 is not the 
join of atoms, then /r(0, 1) =  0 .
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The following theorem characterizes the Mobius invariant for antimatroids.
T heorem  8 .1 .8 . Let A  — {E,J^) be an antimatroid with lattice of feasible sets,
Then,
( _ 1)I-E| is Boolean
0 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose Cjr is Boolean. By Proposition 8.1.4, ĵl{A) =  yu(6, i) =  (—1)I^L Now, 
suppose is not Boolean. We claim that in a semimodular lattice, P, ordered by 
inclusion, if P  is not Boolean, then 1 is not the join of atoms. To see this, notice 
that for 1 to be the join of atoms, every singleton must be feasible. But, because the 
feasible sets are closed under union, P  would necessarily be Boolean. Thus, i is not 
the join of atoms. Now, we invoke Lemma 8.1.7 and the theorem follows. □
In [22], the Mobius invariant is shown to be an evaluation of the matroid charac­
teristic polynomial (that we discuss in Section 8.2). This is what accounts for it being 
a generalized TG-invariant. Unlike its matroid counterpart, the Mobius function of 
an antimatroid is not a generalized g-invariant.
E xam ple 8.1.9. We show that ji{A) is not a generalized g-invariant because it does 
not satisfy axiom (g2), the deletion-contraction rule. Notice that if A  were an isth­
mus, then /i(J) =  1 and axiom (g2) reduces to ii{A) =  ix{Ale). Now, let E  — {a, b, c} 
and P  =  {0, {a}, {6}, {a, fe}, {6, c}, {a, 6, c}}. Then, A  =  (E, P)  is an antimatroid. 
The feasible sets of A /b  are {0, {a}, {c}, {a, c}}. Then, ia{A) = 0 while ix{A/b) = 1.
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The Mobius invariant of an antimatroid is an example of a greedoid Tutte invari­
ant.
C orollary  8.1.10 (Corollary to  T heorem  8.1.8). The Mobius invariant, ia{A), 
of an antimatroid is a greedoid Tutte invariant.
Proof. By Theorem 8.1.8, jj,{A) = (—1)1 '̂ if jCt  is Boolean and is zero otherwise. 
Now, Cjr is Boolean if and only if h{A) =  therefore gb{A) satisfies Definition 
6 .6.1. □
Next, we consider the characteristic polynomial.
8.2 T he characteristic polynom ial
D efinition 8.2.1. For a finite, graded poset P  with rank n and rank function p, the 
characteristic  polynom ial , x(P, q) is given by:
sGP fc=0
where p{0, x) is the Mobius function of P  and
'Wk= p{0,x). (8.4)
xeP
p ( x ) = k
The flats, P , (closed sets) of a matroid, M, form a geometric lattice, L. If we 
apply Definition 8 .2.1 to L, then
-r{F)
J '1
F e L
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An alternative definition of the characteristic polynomial of a matroid is reviewed 
in [22], Denoted p(M;A), it is the counterpart to the chromatic polynomial of a 
graph.
D efinition  8.2.2. The characteristic polynomial, p{M \\), of a matroid, M , is de­
fined byp{M-,X) =
The Mobius function of M  has the following Boolean expansion.
L em m a 8.2.3 ([22], P roposition  7.1.4). Let L be the lattice of fiats of a matroid, 
M , with ground set, E. Let W  Q E  and F  E L. Then,
Pm { W, F) = Y .  (8-5)
W C X Q F
c l X - F
We use the Boolean expansion of the Mobius function to relate x(P, q) and 
p{M-\ ) .
P roposition  8.2.4. I f  P  is a lattice of flats of matroid, M, then x(P, ?) andp{M\  A) 
are equivalent.
Proof Let L be the lattice of fiats of matroid, M, with ground set E. From Lemma 
8.2.3,
X C F
clX=^F
For X  e E , c l X  = F  and r{X) = r{F).  Thus,
X(M;A) =  Y  (-1)1^1 =p(M ;A).
□
F e L  XCF X C E
c l X = F  ~
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8.3 A  greedoid characteristic polynom ial
In [15], Gordon and McMahon define a greedoid characteristic polynomial, p(G; A) in 
several equivalent ways. We use the following definition to show similarity of p{G; A) 
to the matroid characteristic polynomial, p(M; A).
D efinition  8.3.1. Let G = {E ,T) be a greedoid with rank function, r. The charac­
te r is tic  polynom ial o f  G is defined by
p{G,X) =  ^  (-1)1^1
SCE
In Proposition 8.2.4, we showed that, for matroids. Definition 8.2.1 and (8.2.2) 
are equivalent. For an arbitrary greedoid, p(G;A) is not equivalent to x(P(G);g).
E xam ple 8.3.2. Let G be a greedoid on ground set E  =  {a, b, c} and with feasible sets 
T  =  {0,{a},{5},{a,5},{6,c},{a,6,c}}. Then, x (P ;?) = (p‘ butp{G]X) =
-A2 + 2A-1.
Next, we point out another difference between p{M \\)  and p{G\X). If G is a 
matroid, and 0 is not closed, then p{G, A) =  0. However, this is not the case for a 
general greedoid as the next example shows.
Figure 9: 0 is not closed; p{G\ A) 7̂  0 
a b c
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E xam ple 8.3.3. Let G be the edge pruning greedoid of the tree in Figure 8.3. Then, 
the closure of 0 is {b, c}, while the characteristic polynomial of G is p{G, A) =  A — 1.
It is possible to formulate the characteristic polynomial in terms of the feasible 
sets of a greedoid. Recall from Definition 3.7.2, that the external activity of a feasible 
set, extriF), is the collection of greedoid loops that remain as the terminal vertex at 
the end of the branch of the computation tree. To, of the greedoid.
P ro p o sitio n  8.3.4 ([15] P roposition  2). (Feasible set expansion)
Let G — {E ,T) be a greedoid and let Tq be any computation tree of G. Let 
denote the set of feasible sets of G with no external activity. Then, the characteristic 
polynomial of G is given by:
p{G-,X)=
Fex’nij,
Corolleiry 8.3.5. Let I  be an isthmus and L a loop; then I, p{I) =  A — 1, and 
p(L;A)  =  0.
Now that we are familiar with the greedoid characteristic polynomial we categorize 
it as a generalized g-invariants.
T heorem  8.3.6. The greedoid characteristic polynomial, p{G',X), is a generalized 
g-invariant and p{G\ X) = (— 1 — A, 0).
Proof. For G = {E, T ) , we show that p(G; A) is a generalized g-invariant and invoke 
Theorem 6.3.1 to show that p(G; A) is an evaluation of the greedoid Tutte polynomial, 
h{G;t,z). Axiom (gl) is satisfied as a result of Corollary 8.3.5.
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By Proposition 3 of [15], for {e} G P', p{G-,\) satisfies the following recursion:
p(G';A) =  -p(G'/e;A) +  A’-(^)-’'(-®-^)-p(G'-e;A). (8.6)
Thus, axiom (g2) is satisfied, with a — 1, b = —1, and t =  A — 1.
To show axiom (gl), let G be a greedoid that contains a loop, e. Then, e is in 
the external activity of every feasible set. Hence, p 0 = 0. By Proposition 8.3.4, 
p(G; A) =  0. Thus, p{G) = p{G{e)-X)p{G -  e; A).
Let G be a greedoid that contains an isthmus, e. We know that if |£ |̂ =  1, 
p(G; A) =  A — 1. If \E\ > 1, then G — e = Gfe  and equation (8.6) reduces to
p(G;A) =  (A - l)p (G -e ;A ) .
Hence, p(G; A) =  p(G(e); A)p(G — e; A).
We conclude p(G; A) is a generalized g-invariant, and by Theorem 6.3.1, is given 
byp(G;A) =  (- l)^ (^ )h (G ;l-A ,0 ) . □
Remark 8.3.7. It is worth noting that, in the case of matroids, and p{M\ A)
are related by n{M) — /j,m {^,E) = p(M ;0). However, this is not true in the case 
of antimatroids. For example, the antimatroid in Example 8.3.2 has fa{A) = 0 but 
A(^;0) =  -1 .
8.4 Greedoid T utte invariants
Greedoid Tutte invariants can be thought of as functions of the coefficients of h(G; t, z). 
Here are a few properties of a greedoid that are greedoid Tutte invariants.
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P ro p o sitio n  8.4.1. Let G = (E,J^) be a greedoid with rank, r. Let Fc{G) denote 
the number of feasible sets of G having c = r — k elements, for k = 0 ,l,...r . I f  
h{G\t,z) = j ^c{G) is a Tutte invariant, given by
i  j
r — Cj
Proof. Let e  be a feasible element of G that is not an isthmus. Let Tc denote the 
feasible sets of G with c elements. There are two types of feasible sets in Tc, those 
that contain e ,  denoted T' ,̂ and those that do not, denoted T'f.
First, we consider There is a one-to-one correspondence between .F' and 
the sets of TifGje) having {r — 1) — k elements, where X  E J^{G) corresponds to 
X  — e G T{Gle). Thus, |.F'| =  Fc-\{G/e). Next, we consider F'f. If X  e  F " , then 
X e  F{G  -  e ) ,  and \F'f\ =  Fc{G -  e). Thus,
Fe(G) =  Fe-i(G'/e) +  F c (G -e ) .
Next, consider the value of Fc on the greedoid (Ij 0  Lf). Every one of the (T^) 
possible combination of elements of U will be feasible while only one subset of Lj, the 
empty set, is feasible. Thus, Fc{h 0  Lj) =  =  Q  = =  fzU  □
We will use the following lemma in the proof of Proposition 8.4.3.
Lemma 8.4.2. [[16], Theorem 2.5] Let G =  (E ,F ) be a greedoid with F  — {Fi, F2, •••Fm}- 
I f  Tq is any computation tree of G, let extxiFk) denote the external activity of 
Fk E F ,1  < k < m. Then, the intervals of the form [F/t, Ffc U extxiF)], partition 2^.
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P roposition  8.4.3. Suppose that h{G] t, z) — bijtz^ and that the term bnmGz^
has the highest degree of t for which n + m is maximal. Then,
•  n — r{E),
•  G has m  non-feasible singletons,
•  I f  G is an antimatroid without loops, then n — m is the number of feasible 
singletons.
Proof. Let G = {E, T )  be a greedoid and let Tq be any computation tree of G. For 
F  E T', let I{F) denote the interval [F, FUextxiF)]. The interval partition of Lemma 
8.4.2 has the property that every subset X  E I{F) has r{X) = |F |. We use this fact 
to rewrite h{G\t,z).
h{G]t,z) =  l)d-E)-K^)(^_ i)l^ |-rW
X C E
F e E x e r ( F )
F e F  x e i ( F )
F e F
Using this feasible set expansion, the term corresponding to F  =  0 in h{G;t,z) is 
{t — Every non-feasible singleton, including loops, of E  will be in
the external activity of 0. The first term in the expansion of {t — 
will be of the form bnmt^P^i where n =  r{E) and m  is the number of non-feasible 
singletons. Finally, if G is an antimatroid without loops, then r{E) = \E\ and
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\extT{F)\ = |a (F )| — |.F|, where a is the closure operator of the antimatroid. Then, 
a (0) contains all non-feasible singletons and thus n — m is the number of feasible 
singletons. □
Next, we discuss a greedoid (3 invariant and show that it is a greedoid Tutte 
invariant.
8.5 The beta  invariant
In [9], Crapo introduced the j3 invariant for matroids. The invariant is an indicator 
of the separability (connectedness) of M.
D efinition 8.5.1. Let M  be a matroid. The P invar ian t o f  M  can he defined as
m )  =  ( - 1)
A=1dX
It follows from the fact that x(AI) =  p{M) = (— . t(M; 1 — A,0) that 
p{M) =
In [13] Gordon defines a P invariant for greedoids that is analogous to P{M).
D efinition 8.5.2. Let G he a greedoid with characteristic polynomial p{G\ A). Then,
p{G) = {-ir
A=1
The next proposition shows the relationship between P and the greedoid Tutte 
polynomial.
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P roposition  8.5.3. The P invariant can be expressed by:
dh{G\t,0) .
P{G) = dt it=o •
Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 8.3.6 that states that p(G; A) =
(_l)d-B) . / i ( G ; i_  A,0). □
As a direct consequence, we can classify P{G) as a greedoid Tutte invariant.
Corollairy 8.5.4. I fh {G \t,z )  =  P{G) is a greedoid Tutte invariant
with P{G) = bio-
— &10- □t=0Proof. Let h{G\t,z) = JfijbijTzU Then, P{G) =
C orollary  8.5.5. Let G =  (E,iF). / /G  =  Gi © G2 , then P{G) = 0.
Proof. Recall that h{G\t,z) =  h{G\\t,z) • h{G2 ',t,z). Then,
dh{G-t,z) dh{Gut,z) dh{G2 -,t,z) ,
— m —  ~ ~ S i '“(02.*.^) +  — a -------- H G „ t,z ) .
The result follows from /i(G; 0,0) =  0. □
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9 Antim atroid Invariants
In this chapter, we focus on antimatroids and circuits. As a result, we obtain several 
invariants for antimatroids only. We begin by considering the number of feasible sets 
of an antimatroid that have no external activity.
9.1 The cardinality of the collection of feasible sets w ith  no
external activity
P roposition  9.1.1. Let .^0(̂ 4) denote the collection of feasible sets of A  with no 
external activity. Then, j.F0(.A)| is a g-invariant and |Ĵ 0(.A)1 =  h{A]2 , 0 ).
Proof. If A  is an isthmus. I, then neither of the two feasible sets have external activity 
and t — \iF<i){I)\ = 2 . If ^  is a loop, L, then L is in the external activity of the only 
feasible set, the empty set, and 2: =  \iF<i,{L)\ = 0.
Let {e} be feasible. Since t = 2, axiom (g2) reduces to
\J^̂ {A)\ =  \J^M e)\  +  \:F^{A-e)\.
There are two types of feasible sets with no external activity: those that contain e 
and those that do not. The former has a size equal to |jF0(A/e)l and the latter’s size 
is \IF%{A — e)|. Thus, axiom (g2) is satisfied and |.A0(.4 )| is a g-invariant given by 
h{A-,2 , 0 ). □
Proposition 9.1.1 is used in the discussion of rooted circuits found in Chapter 9.2.
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In Section 6.6A. of [6], the authors show that the number of subsets of a matroid 
that contain no broken circuits is a T-G  invariant. Next, we develop the greedoid 
analog.
9.2 R ooted  circuits
Matroids serve as an abstraction of independence. Hence, the dependent sets of 
the matroid are of interest. In fact, the minimally dependent sets of the matroid, 
the circuits, completely characterize the matroid. For antimatroids, rooted circuits 
can likewise determine the antimatroid. To show this, we must build up some key 
concepts.
D efinition 9.2.1, Let G =  {E,IF) be a greedoid. For X C E ,  the trace o f  X  on
G , E  : X , is given by
E  : X  =  {X  n F : F  e  E }.
For an arbitrary greedoid, the trace does not produce a greedoid. However, be­
cause the feasible sets of an antimatroid are closed under union, for all X C E ,  the 
trace { E, E  : X)  of an antimatroid is an antimatroid. Hence, we focus on antima­
troids. For matroids, where feasible sets are independent sets, the trace, E  : X,  
reduced to the restriction on X.  In this case, if X  is free, then X  is independent. 
There is a similar concept with antimatroids.
D efinition 9.2.2. Let A  — (E,E)  be an antimatroid and let X  C E. I f  E  : X  — 2^, 
then X  is called a free set.
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There are several equivalent definitions of free.
P ro p o sitio n  9.2.3 ([2] Lem m a 8.7.9). Let A  =  be an antimatroid. The
following are equivalent.
1. X  is free.
2. X  = r(A) for some A e  E.
3. X  = ex{K) for some convex set, K .
4- X ^  r{X  — x) for all x E X , where r  is the closure operator of the corresponding 
convex geometry.
For a matroid, a circuit is a minimally non-independent set. This idea can be 
extended to antimatroids. Namely, a circuit is a minimally non-free set.
D efinition 9.2.4. Let A  =  {E,iF) be an antimatroid. A subset X  C E  is a circuit 
i f  E  : X  — 2^ — {a} for some a E E.
The element a is called the roo t of the circuit.
P roposition  9.2.5. The root of a circuit is unique.
Proof. Let A  — {E, E) be an antimatroid and let C be a circuit of A. We will show 
that there is a unique element a such that a E t{C  — a). By Proposition 9.2.3, there 
is some a E C such that a E r(C' —a). Choose some x E C —a and set B = C — (a, x). 
C  is minimally non-free, so both B  U {a} and B  U {a;} are free. Then, a E r{B  U {x})
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implies a,x  ^  By Property 4.1, the anti-exchange property, x 0 t {B  U {a}).
The fact that r(B U {o}) = r{C — x) completes the proof. □
To emphasize the importance of the root, we use {C, a) to denote the circuit C 
with root a. The set of roo ted  circuits of an antimatroid is denoted 71.
There is another way of defining the concept of free that sheds some light on 
the nature of the rooted circuits. If we considers the dual convex geometry of the 
antimatroid, we have an alternative definition of free.
P roposition  9,2.6 (B jorner and  Ziegler, Lem m a 8.7.9), Let A  =  be an
antimatroid with dual convex geometry {E,C). Let ex{C) be the extreme points of the 
convex set C. I f  X  = ex{C) for some C E C, then X  is free.
9.3 Broken circuits
Let M  — {E,X) be a matroid. Suppose |£'| == n and impose a linear order on E  by 
relabelling its elements as 1,2, ...n. A broken circu it is an independent set of M  
that results when the least element (with respect to the linear order) of a circuit is 
deleted. We now define a counterpart for antimatroids.
D efinition 9.3.1. Let A  — {E, E) be an antimatroid and let {C, a) be a rooted circuit 
of A. A broken circuit, B  of A, is defined as B  = (C,a) — {a}.
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9.4 Broken circuits and the greedoid Tutte polynom ial
We now show that, for an antimatroid A, the number of subsets that do not contain 
a broken circuit is an evaluation of the greedoid Tutte polynomial, h{A\ t, z).
In Section 3.7 we defined the external activity of a feasible set and denoted those 
feasible sets with no external activity by Tdi{A). Later, in Proposition 9.1.1, we 
showed that |jF0(G)| is a greedoid group invariant equal to h{G; 2,0). Next, we will 
relate external activity and broken circuits.
L em m a 9.4.1. A feasible set F  of an antimatroid, A  =  {E ,F), has no eademal 
activity if  and only if E  — F contains no broken circuits.
Proof. Let A  — {E,F) be an antimatroid and let C — (EjF^^) be its dual convex 
geometry, li F  E F, then K  — E  — F is convex. In [16] it is shown that a set 
F  E F$ ii and only if cr(F) =  F, where a is the closure operator of the antimatroid. 
If F  ^  F 0 {A), then there is an x e  cr(F) — F. This implies that x is not an extreme 
point of K  and thus K  is not free. K  must contain a minimally non-free set, i.e, a 
circuit. Thus K  — {x} is a. broken circuit.
If F  G F@, then cr(F) =  F  and K  = E  — F  will contain only extreme points. 
Hence, K  is free. That is, K  contains no non-free sets and thus no circuits. Finally, 
if K  contained a broken circuit {C, a) — a, then {a} is externally active in F  which 
contradicts the assumption.
□
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Let Wi be the coefficient of in the characteristic polynomial p{A] A). Then,
r
h(^;A  +  l , 0) =  ^ K l A ’- \
i=0
For 0  < i < r, Wi are called the W hitney  num bers of th e  first kind. The value 
Wi is the number of subsets of size i and rank r — i.
We are now ready to show the relationship between subsets with no broken circuits 
and the greedoid Tutte polynomial.
T heorem  9.4.2. The number of subsets of E  that do not contain a broken circuit is 
given by h{A; 2, 0) =  Iwij.
Proof. By Proposition 9.1.1, \E%\ =  h(.4.;2,0). Also, h{A ,2,0) = Thus,
Yf,- \wi\ is equal to the number of feasible sets with no external activity which, by 
Proposition 9.4.1, equals to the number of subsets with no broken circuits. □
9.5 Critical circuits
Let A  be an antimatroid with rooted circuits, IZ. There is a subset of TZ, called the set 
of critical circuits, that is sufficient to determine the feasible sets of the antimatroid.
D efinition 9.5.1. Let {C,a) be a rooted circuit of antimatroid A  = {E ,E). Let 
B be a basis of A  — C. Then, {C, a) is a critical circuit i f  B  U {a} ^  T  but 
B  U {a} U {c} e  E  for all c E C — {a}, for some B.
Here are a few examples of types of antimatroids, their rooted circuits and their 
critical rooted circuits.
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E xam ple 9.5.2. • Let A  be the vertex pruning greedoid of tree T. The circuits
are the triples of vertices y} with root r for which there is a path from x 
to y through r. The rooted circuit {{x ,r ,y ,} ,r )  is critical if  {x ,r}  and {r,y} 
are edges o fT .
• I f  A  is a poset antimatroid, then the circuits are the pairs {x, y} in which x < y. 
The root of the circuit is y. The circuit is critical if there is no z E P  such that 
X  < z < y.
• Let A  be a convex pruning (shelling) antimatroid in M” , and let E  be a finite 
subset o/M". A subset A C. E  is free if every point of A is an extreme point 
of the convex hull of A. The set {C, a) is a rooted circuit if  C — a is the set 
of vertices of a simplex and a is a point in the relative interior of the simplex. 
These circuits have size of at least three and at most n+2. The circuit is critical 
if and only if C is convex.
Let' IZq denote the set of critical circuits of an antimatroid.
P roposition  9.5.3 ([11], Section 2, Lem m as 2, 3 ). The feasible sets of an 
antimatroid can be determined by IZq o>s follows:
C E : X n { C , a ) ^  {a}, for all {C, a) G 7^o.}
Using Proposition 9.5.3 we can establish T  given TIq.
(1) An element e G E is feasible it is not the root of any circuit.
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(2) Let !Fi denote the collection of all feasible singletons establish in (1). Then, X  
is feasible if X C Xi.
(3) Let X  C E, but X  ^  and let {a:} G Then, X  U {e} is feasible if and only 
if X  U e n C {a} for any ((7, a) G TZq.
Next, we consider an upper bound for the number of rooted circuits for some 
classes of antimatroids.
P roposition  9.5.4. Let A  =  {E,E) be an antimatroid with h{A) =  ^ijb ijf^zT  
Suppose that the term has the highest degree of t among those terms for
which m  + k is greatest. I f  is the number of rooted circuits of A  then:
(1) if A  is a poset antimatroid, then R{A) < k{m — k),
(2 ) if  A  is a vertex pruning greedoid, then R{A) < k(f^f^),
(3) if  A  is a convex shelling antimatroid in E", then R{A) < k(f^fl).
Proof. (1) By Corollary 3.10 of [18], an antimatroid is a poset antimatroid if and
only if all of its circuits have cardinality 2. The feasible singletons of the antima­
troid are the least elements in the poset. The circuits of the poset antimatroid 
are of the form {{x,y},y)  in which x < y so every non-feasible singleton y is 
a root of at least one circuit, and there are k such singletons. Since there are 
m — k feasible singletons, by Proposition 8.4.3, there are at most k{m — k) rooted 
circuits.
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(2) The rooted circuits of the vertex pruning greedoid have cardinality 3. The k 
non-feasible singletons act as the roots and can possibly be groups with pairs 
of any of the remaining m — 1 singletons to form circuits. Thus, each of the k 
roots can be in ("̂ 2 circuits.
(3) As in part (2), this follows from the fact that the circuits of the convex shelling 
antimatroid can have as many as n -f 2 elements and there are k possible roots. 
Thus, each of the k roots can be in (^^1) circuits.
□
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10 Areas of Future Research
There are some shortcomings to greedoid invariant theory that are worth pointing 
out.
One useful feature of the Tutte polynomial t{M; x, y) is the following relationship 
between a matroid and its dual:
t{M-,x,y) = t{M*-,y,x) (10.1)
where M* is the dual of M. The key reason for this result is the fact that for matroids, 
if X  C E, then the rank function, xm* satisfies
rM*(X) =  |X| -  TMiE) + TMiE -  X ).  (10.2)
When (10.2) is applied to the definition of the Tutte polynomial, t{M \x ,y) ,  (10.1)
follows.
There are two notions of duality for greedoids but neither is a satisfactory counter­
part to the matroid dual. First, one can define duality in terms of the complement of a 
feasible set. That is, given a greedoid G — (E, X), form = { X  C E  : E  — X  G X}. 
As was discussed in Section 4.1.2, if G = (E,X)  is an antimatroid, then (E,X^) 
is a convex geometry. However, {E, X^) is a greedoid if and only if G is a poset 
antimatroid. The complement is obtained by inverting the poset. It is easy to see 
that a relationship similar to (10.2) does not hold for poset antimatroids. For ex­
ample, in Figure 10, P2 results from inverting PI. Let Api be the antimatroid of
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Figure 10; A poset and its complement
P I  and let Ap2 be the antimatroid of P2. The greedoid Tutte polynomial of Api 
is h{Api) — E z — t^z — tz — z + t and the greedoid Tutte polynomial of Ap2 is 
h{Ap2) =  t^z‘̂ — Zt ẑ"̂  +  Ztz"̂  — Hence, there is no greedoid counterpart to
(10.1) for greedoids with this notion of duality.
A second notion of duality can be expressed in terms of the bases of G =  (P, T). 
Let P* =  {A : A C P  — P  for some basis B  E B{G)}. Then, G* = {E,1F*) is a 
greedoid but G cannot be determined from G*. However, the possible dual nature of 
h{G) may hold some promise for this type of duality and is open for future research.
Up to this point, we have not been able to characterize the number of non-free, 
rooted circuits or critical circuits of an antimatroid in terms of the greedoid Tutte 
polynomial. Nor have we been able to compute h{G] t, z) using the rooted circuits 
for any subclass of antimatroids. However, these are open questions and results may 
arise from future research. We have only developed an upper bound on the number 
of rooted circuits for some subclasses of antimatroids. Future research could tighten 
these bounds or determine the number of rooted circuits for some other subclasses.
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A Axiom s for Greedoids and Antim atroids 
A .l  Cryptom orphism s
The following is a summary of the common ways to describe greedoids and antima­
troids. First, we provide an axiomatization for each item. Then, a cryptomorphic 
table is given. All greedoids, G, are defined on a finite ground set, E.
(1) Feasible sets, IF.
.F is a collection of subsets of E  with the following properties:
FI. 0 G F ,
F2. if X  e F , then there is an a; G X  such that X  — x e F ,
F3. for all X , F  G F  with |X | >  |F |,  there exists an x G X  — F  such that F  U {x} G 
F .
(2) Language, L.
We call the elements of a finite set, E, letters; £  is a collection of words that are 
comprised of letters such that
LI. 0 G £ ,
L2. if a  G £  and a =  (3x, then /? G £,
L3. for all a,(3 ^  C, lo:| > |/?|, there is a letter x G a  such that (5x G £.
(3) Rank function, r : 2 ^  —  ̂N
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r is a natural-number valued function from the set of all subsets of ground set E  
satisfying three axioms:
rl. for all A C E ,  r{A) < |A|, 
r2. for all B  C A C  E, r{B) < r{A),
r3. for all A C E, x ,y  e  E, r(AU{a;}) =  r(AU{y}) implies r(A) =  r(Au{a;}U{y}).
(4) Closure operator, a : 2-® — >• 2-®
cr is a function, defined for all X  C E, such that
al. For all A C A C cr(A).
ct2 .  For all A, B  C E, A C B C <j(A) implies (x{B) — cr(A).
(t3. For all A  C E, x ,y  e E, z  e  A U  {a:}, if a: ^  A and z 0  cr(A U {x} — {2}), then 
X e  (j(A U {y}) implies y C a{A U {a:})-
For antimatroids only, we have an axiomatization in terms of lattices.
(5) Lattice, L, in which the set of atoms of L are denoted A.
Lai. There is a function, /  : E' —  ̂ A, that maps the subset, E', consisting of the 
nonloops of E, onto the atoms, A.
La2. Every maximal chain of L has the same length.
La3. The lattice, L, has a function, p : L  — >• N, called the rank function, that 
satisfies p(6) =  0 and p{x) = p{y) +  1 whenever y covers x. Furthermore, p 
satisfies p{x) +  p{y) > p(x V y) +  p{x A y).
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Next, we summarize these axiomatizations and show their relationships in Table
2. This table includes references to greedoid languages; see Section E.
A .2 Characterizations of convex geom etries
Next, we review a characterization of a convex geometry of an antimatroid.
D efinition A .2.1. A function r  : 2^ 2^ is a closure operator o f  an  a n t im a ­
troid  if, for all A, B  C E,
(t1) a  C t(A),
(t2) I f  A Q  B  then r(A) C r{B),
(t 3) r(r(A )) =  r(A),
(tA) For x ,y  ^  A, if  x E t (A  U {y}), then y 0 r(A  U {a;}).
Property (r4) is the anti-exchange property. We use r  to define a convex geometry.
D efinition A .2.2. A convex geom etry  is a pair, {E,r),  where E  is a finite set 
and r  is a closure operator of an antimatroid.
A  set, A C E  is closed if r(A) =  A. The closed sets of a convex geometry are 
called convex sets. Let C be a collection of convex sets. Then, we can denote the 
convex geometry, {E, r) in terms of C. That is, we say {E, C) is a  convex geometry if 
C is a collection of convex sets of r.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between antimatroids and convex geome­
tries.
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P roposition  A .2.3 ([2], P roposition  8.7.3). Let E  be a finite set and J- C 2^.
Then, {E, E) is an antimatroid if and only if  =  {E  — A\A  G E^ is the collection 
of convex sets of a convex geometry.
Proof. Let r  be the closure operator an antimatroid, A. The collection of closed 
(convex) sets of r  are preserved under intersection. [Therefore, the collection of 
complements of closed sets is preserved under union.] Also, from Proposition 8.7.2 of
[2], {E, r) is a convex geometry if and only if, for every closed set A C E ,  there is an 
X  C E  — A  such that A U {x} is closed. Thus, the collection of complements of closed 
sets of r  satisfies:
if X  C E, then there exists an x C E  — x such that X  — x C E.
Hence, E  is the collection of feasible sets of an antimatroid.
Let A  be an antimatroid with closure operator, r , and collection of feasible sets, 
E. The collection E  is closed under union; thus E"̂  is closed under intersection. By 
Proposition 8.7.2 of [2], the collection E^ forms a convex geometry. □
A .3 Interval property w ithout lower bound and the subclu- 
sive axiom
To complete this section, we show that the interval property without lower bounds 
(ipwlb) is equivalent to the subclusive axiom for matroids. The (ipwlb) is as follows: 
if B ,C  C E  and B C C, then C U {x} G E  implies B  U {x} G E . We show that the
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(ipwlb) implies the subclusive axiom for matroids, which states that if (7 e  ^  and 
B  Q C, then B E !F. Choose C ^  IF and B  C C, and apply induction to |5 |. II B  
is such that jC] =  \B\ + 1, the (ipwlb) implies B ^  IF. If |C| =  |B| +  n, then, B  is 
contained in some subset D such that D Q C, \C\ = \D\ + (n — 1). The inductive 
hypothesis implies D ^  IF. Then, the (ipwlb) implies B £ IF.
B M atroids and Antim atroids
B .l  Linear dependence and convexity
This section summarizes some facts about and similarities and differences between 
matroids and antimatroids that were not discussed in Chapter 4. First, in Table 4, we 
compare the underlying principles of matroids and antimatroids: linear dependence 
and convexity, respectively.
B .2 Circuits of m atroids and antim atroids
Let M  =  {E,T)  be a matroid. A set D E E  can be linearly dependent while every 
proper subset of D is independent. Then, D is a minimally dependent set called a 
circuit. The collection of circuits determines a matroid.
P roposition  B.2.1 ([5], A xiom atization  6 ). Let E be a finite set. Then, the 
collection C C 2^, is the collection of circuits of a matroid if and only if  the following 
three properties are satisfied.
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Table 4: Linear dependence versus convexity
Let S' be a subset of vector space, V, over a field, F, 
such that S =  { 1̂,^2 , ■■■Vn} for a, € V, 1 < i < n.
Matroid, M = (E,T) Antimatroid, A — [E, E)
A vector x is a linear combination of 
vectors in S if there exist tti G F, such that
^ = Er=l
A vector x is a convex combination of
vectors in S if x = Er=i 
a, >  0.
S is linearly dependent if there exist 
ai G F, not all zero, such that E E i ~  
0. A set that is not linearly dependent is 
called linearly independent.
A subset S of V is convex if any convex 
combination of its elements is again in S. 
An extreme point of a closed convex set, 
K,  is a point z £ K  that can be written 
as a convex combination of points in K  in 
only a trivial way. That is, for 0 < Oj <1, 
z = aiXi + (1 — ai)a;2, xi,X2 G A implies 
that z =  xi =  x-2 -
The span of S is the set of all vectors that 
can be written as a linear combination of 
elements of S.
The convex hull of subset 5 of V is the 
set of all vectors that can be written as a 
convex combination of members of S.
Any subset of a linearly independent set is 
itself linearly independent.
Not all subsets of convex sets are convex. 
But, if S is convex, then there exists an 
extreme point x G 5 such that S — {x} is 
convex.
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Cl.
C2. For Cl, C2 € C, if C l C C2 , then Ci =  C2 .
03. For Cl, C2 e  C, with C \ ^  C2 , if e ^  C1 OC2 , then there exists £ C such that
C3  c  (Cl U C2 ) -  e.
Axiom C3. is known as the weak circuit elimination axiom. An alternative to 
Axiom C3, called the strong circuit elimination axiom, can be used in its place.
C3'. For Cl, C2 € C, with Ci 7̂  C2, if e 6 Ci n  C2 and /  € Ci — C2, then there is a
member C3 G C such that /  G C3 C (Ci U C2 ) — e.
Thus, we can completely characterize a matroid in terms of circuits. There is an 
analogous characterization of antimatroids.
Let A  = {E ,1F) be an antimatroid. For S  C E, the trace of {E ,1F) on S  is 
{S,1F : S) where
: 5  =  {A n  5|A G J^}.
The set S  is free in A = {E, E) ii E  \ S  =  2^. A circuit of A is a minimally non-free 
set.
The collection of circuits of an antimatroid are not sufficient to determine the 
antimatroid, as the next example illustrates.
Example B.2.2. Let E  = {a,5, c} and define two collections of feasible sets:
El = {0, {a}, {6}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}}
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and
T 2 =  {0 , {a}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}.
For antimatroid A i  =
{{a,b,c},E i : {a,b,c}) = c
while for A 2 = {E, E 2 ),
{{a,b,c},E i : {a ,6,c}) =  b.
Hence, (a, 6, c} is a circuit of both A i and A 2 - Thus, {E, E \) ^  {E, T 2)  but they each 
have the same collection of circuits, IZ — {{a, 6, c}}.
Let C C be a circuit. The roo t, a of C, is the unique element satisfying 
T  : G =  2*̂  — {a}. We call the set (C, a) a roo ted  circuit of A. In Example B.2.2, 
the rooted circuit of T\ is ({a, b, c}, c) while the rooted circuit of T 2 is ({a, b, c},b).
The collection of rooted circuits of antimatroid, A, is denoted TZ. We can use TZ 
to determine an antimatroid.
P roposition  B .2 .3 ([10], T heorem  7). Let E  be a finite set. Then, 7Z C 2^ is a
set of rooted circuit of an antimatroid if and only if the following three properties are 
satisfied:
R l. 0
R2. for {C2 ,X2) E TZ, if Ci C C2 , then C\ =  C2 and Xi =  X2 ,
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RS. for {Ci,Xi),{C 2 ,X2 ) G R , with xi ^  x^, if Xi G (Ci fl C2) , then there exists 
{C3 , xf) G R  such that Cz C [C\ U Cf) — x\.
If the rooted circuits are used to determine an antimatroid, A, we denote A  by 
{E ,R ). In section 9.5, we discuss a special subset of rooted circuits called critical 
circuits.
There is no antimatroid analog to the strong circuit elimination axiom of matroids. 
Example B.2.4 illustrates this.
Example B.2.4. Let A  = {E, R ) be an antimatroid with ground set E  = {o, b, c, d, e} 
and let R  = {C i,C 2 ,Cz}, where C\ = ({a, 6, c},c), C2 — ({c, d, e},e), and C3 =  
({o, e}, e)}. Then, Ci fl C2 =  {c}, Ci — C2 = {a, b} and {Ci U C2) — e = {a, b, c, d}. 
But, Cz g  {Cl U C2) -  e.
C M atroid Invariants and Greedoid Invariants
Theorem 6.2.2 shows that the greedoid Tutte polynomial, h{G] t, z) is the universal g- 
invariant by showing it is the unique function satisfying the following three properties:
(i) h{T,t, z) = t and h(L; t ,z )  = z where I  is an isthmus and L is a loop,
(ii) if {e} is feasible, then
h{G) = h{G/e) + { t -  l ) R E ) - r ( B - e )  .
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(iii) if e is a  loop or an isthmus, then
h{G) = h{G{e)) ■ h{G -  e).
Next, we define the direct sum of two greedoids.
Definition C.0.5. Let Gi = {Ei,J^i) and G^ — {E2 ,J^2) be two greedoids defined on 
finite non-empty disjoint sets Ei and E 2 . Let E  =  {Ei U E 2) and IF =  {Fi U F2IF1 G 
F {G \),F 2 G F(G'2)}. Then, G =  (E ,F ) is the direct su m  of G\ and G2 and is 
denoted G\ ® G2 -
Remark C.0.6. I f  {e\ G F\, then {e} G F  since {e} =  {e} U 0
Property (iii) can be extended to the direct sum, G\ © G2 of two greedoids. 
Proposition C.0.7. I f  G = G \®  G2 , then h{G) = h{Gi) • h{G2).
Proof. We use induction of the size of F i. If [Fi] =  1, then the proposition reduces 
to Property (iii) and thus is true. Suppose h{G) = h{Gi) ■ h{G2) for |F i| =  n — 1. 
Consider the case when |F i| =  n. If E\ consists of n loops, then delete a loop, e, 
from Gi to get h{G) =  h{G{e)) ■ h{G — e) =  h{G{e)) ■ h{Gi — e © G2). If there is a 
feasible element, e, in Fi, then delete and contract e. Then, h{G) = h{G/e) + (t — 
■ ^ y { G ) - r { G -e )  . _  g j  inductive hypothesis, h(G) =  h{Gi/e) • h{G2 ) +
(t -  -  e) • h{G2 ) =  h{G2 ) ■ (fi(Gi/e) + (t -  -  e)).
Therefore, h{G) = h{Gi) ■ h{G2). □
Tables 5 and 6 contain summaries of the Tutte and corank-nullity polynomials 
for matroid and greedoid.
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Ta 3le 5: The matroid Tutte and co-rank nullity polynomials
M atro ids Tutte polynomial Corank-nullity polynomial
Definition
t{M\x,y) =
^  (x -  -  1)1̂ 1-'-W
XCE
S{M]x,y) =
^(^)r(£;)-r(X)(y)|X|-r(X)
XCE
For isthmus, 
I, and loop, 
L
t{I) =  X, t{L) = y S{I) = x + l, S{L) = y + l
Recursion, 
for e, non­
special 
element
t{M) = t { M  - e ) V t { M / e ) S{M) = S{M - e )  + S{M/e)
Direct sum, 
M = Ml © 
Ms
t{M) = t{Mi) ■ t{M^) S{M)  =  S{Mi) ■ S{M2)
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Table 6: The greedoid Tutte and co-rank nullity polynomials
G reedoids Tutte polynomial Corank-nullity polynomial
Definition
z) =
^(^_l)r(£)-r(X)(^_l)|X |-r(X)
XCE
f{G-Xz) =
XCE
For isthmus, 
J, and loop, 
L
h{I) =  t, h{L) =  2; / ( / )  =  ( + ! , / ( t )  =  z + l
Recursion, 
for feasible 
element, e
h{G) -  h{G/e)+
+ (t -  i)d£;)-d£;-e) . ^((5 -  e)
/(G ) =  /(G /e )+
+  . /(G  -  e)
Direct sum, 
G — Gi ©G2
h{G) = h{Gi) ■ h{G2) / ( G )  =  / ( G i )  ■ / ( G 2 )
D Classes of Antim atroids
D .l  P oset antim atroids
To discuss poset antimatroids, we provide some basic facts about posets. Let P  =  
{E, r<) be a finite partially ordered set (poset). An antichain of P  is a subset, A
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of P, such that for any two elements x , y  G A, x  and y  are incomparable. A subset, 
/  C P, is an ideal of F  if, i o i  x  G I, y  :< x  implies y  G I. A  subset, P  C P , is an 
o rder filter of  P il, l o i  x  G B, y  F  x  implies y  G B.  An ideal is s tr ic t if we replace 
:< with A strict order filter is likewise defined when we replace P by The order 
ideals, I, and antichains. A, of a poset are in a one-to-one correspondence. More 
precisely, the order ideal generated by A  is I  (A) = { x  G P : x  :< y  fox some y  G A},  
and A  consists of the maximal elements of I. See [21] for more details about posets.
Let P  be the set of ideals of P. That is, P  =  {I{A)  : A is an antichain of P}. 
Then, (P, P)  is the poset an tim atro id  of P. The set of ideals of a poset are closed 
under both union and intersection. Hence, {P, C) forms a distributive lattice. Here 
are a few facts about invariants for poset antimatroids. See [12] for more details and 
development.
• Let I* {A) denote the set of order filters of P  and let I* {A) denote the set of 
strict order filters.
h{G-,Lz)=
A e A { P )
where A{P) is the set of antichains of P.
Let M{P)  be the collection of maximal elements of P. Then, the characteristic 
polynomial, can be written as
p(A,X) = ( - l) l^ l( l  -  
The antimatroid is full, thus the greedoid polynomial Ac (A.) =  1.
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• The S  invariant can be expressed by
I I if there is only one maximal element in P;0 otherwise.
D .2 U nrooted trees
A class of greedoids is defined for an unrooted tree. A graph G is connected if every 
two nodes are joined by a path. An unrooted tree, T = (V̂, P), is a connected graph 
without cycles. Let IF =  {complements of edge sets of unrooted trees}. Then,(P, P ) 
is an antimatroid called the edge pruning antimatroid of T.
Let R{T) denote the set of subtrees of T. For S  G P(T), let Ls = (leaves (as edges) of S}. 
Then,
• the Tutte polynomial of T  is h{T\t ,z)  = ~
• The characteristic polynomial of T  is
p ( T ; A )  =  e  V(l  -  -  | B |  • (1 -  A ) ) .
• The j3 invariant satisfies the following:
1 if there is only one edge in T 
0 if there are exactly two edges in T.
Further,
1/51 =  (number of interior points of) T — 1
if T has more than two edges, where an interior point is a vertex that is incident 
to two or more edges.
I
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D .3 Chordal graphs
A simple graph G =  (V, E) is one with no loops or parallel edges. A simple graph is 
chordal or triangulated if every cycle of length 4 or more has an edge joining two 
nonadjacent vertices. Such an edge is called a chord. A simple graph can be made 
into a chordal graph by adding chords. This process, shown in Figure 11, is called 
triangulation.
A simple graph, G.
add chords
H is chordal.
Figure 11; H is a triangulation of G.
For a vertex v e V ,  let N{v) denote the neighborhood of v i.e., the set of vertices 
u adjacent to v. For A C G, we let G{A) denote the subgraph of G induced by A. 
A complete induced subgraph is called a clique of G. Thus, each pair of vertices in 
a clique are adjacent in G. A vertex, v, is simplicial if and only if the subgraph of 
N{v) is a clique. See Figure 12 for an illustration.
Every chordal graph has at least two simplicial vertices. In Figure 12, vertices V2 
and Vi are simplicial.
Let |V̂1 — n and /  : {1, 2,..., n} — > V  be an ordering of G. Then, is the
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vjs simplicial because its neighbors v ^and are adjacent.
Vj is not simplicial because is not adjacent to Vj
Figure 12: Simplicial and nonsimplicial vertices
position in the ordering assigned to the vertex, v. Define the set Nf{v) to be the set 
of neighbors, u of v, such that f~^{u) > f~^{v). Then, Nf{v) consists of all neighbors 
of V that have a higher position in the ordering / .  With this notation, we define a 
perfect e lim ination ordering  of a graph, G, as an ordering, / ,  such that, for each 
V G V, Nf{v)  is a clique. The following theorem characterizes graphs that have a 
perfect elimination ordering.
T heorem  D.3.1 ([7], T heorem  2). A graph G is chordal if and only if it has a 
perfect elimination ordering.
If G is chordal, then the perfect elimination ordering is used to form an antima­
troid.
D efinition D .3.2. Let G he a chordal graph with vertex set V  and let E  =  V^(G). 
Let
F' = {v : V occurs in a prefix of a perfect elminination ordering}.
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Then, A  = (E, T )  is an antimatroid called the sim plicial vertex  pruning an ti­
m atroid.
For any graph, G, a cu t vertex  of G is a vertex that, when deleted, increases the 
number of components of G. A block of a graph, G, is a maximal subgroup of G 
with no cut vertex.
P roposition  D .3 .3 ([13], T heorem  5.1). Let G be a connected chordal graph and 
let b{G) be the number of the blocks of graph, G. Then, the j3 invariant is given by 
P{G) = l - b { G ) .
Let N{v) = N{V)  U {w}. Because the Vi E are simplicial, N{vi)  U N{v2) U 
...N{vi^i) are the cliques. Next, we relate the cliques of a graph to the dual convex 
geometry C =  {E, of A.
P roposition  D .3.4. Let {E,IF) be a simplicial vertex pruning antimatroid of graph, 
G. A subset K  Q E  is a clique of G if and only if K  is a free convex set of C.
Proof Let A  be a clique of G. Then, K  is of the form N(yi) UN{v2 ) U ... A’(ui_i). By 
Definition D.3.2, K  E {E — F |F  E T }  and thus K  E Hence, A  is a convex set in 
C. Also, any ordered subset of A  =  {{N{vi)CN{v2 )U ...N{vi-i)}\{vi,V 2 , ...vi-}, k < i} 
is convex (because its elements are pairwise adjacent in G). Therefore, A  is free.
Let A  be a free convex set. Then, F = E — C is feasible and so is every subset of 
F. Thus, V E F i a simplicial vertex of the subgraph induced by A  =  {v^, ffc+i, ...fn} 
and, as such, A  is a clique. □
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E Greedoids as Exchange Languages
When we introduced greedoids in Section 3.1, we noted that they arose in the context 
of algorithms. Sometimes it is easier to define a greedoid as a language, as it is easier 
to depict the ordering of elements using a language. Here are some basic facts about 
languages. The information here is derived from [2] and [18].
Given a finite ground set, E, we can form sequences of elements of E.  We call 
E  the alphabet and form E* = { x i X 2 X s . . . X n \ x i  G £?, 1 < z < n}. The sequences in 
E* are words; a collection of words £  C £■* is a language over E. Letters from 
the alphabet are usually denoted by lower case Latin letters such as x , y  and z, while 
lower case Greek letters such as a, (3, and 7  are reserved for words in the language. 
If O' G £ , then a  is a feasible word.
•  If a =  xiX2X3 -..Xk, then ay =  xiX2X3 ...Xky. This operation is known as con­
catenation.
• The support d of a word a  is defined by d =  { letters that comprise a}.
•  For a  G £, such that a  =  2:1X23:3. . . [a;| =  n
• The support £  of the language £  is the set system £  =  {d|o! G £ } .
• A word is simple if none of its letters is repeated. That is, if la] =  Id].
•  A language is simple if all of its words are simple. We use E \ to denote the 
collection of simple words of a language.
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• A language is hereditary ii a = py  and a ^  C implies that P G C.
•  The set of all letters that can used to augment a word a  to a larger feasible
word is called the set of continuations of a and is denoted r(o!).
•  If O' G £, then a — A Q E. For A Q E, a word a  G £  with d C A is a basic
word of A if aa: ^  £  for all x G A.
•  Recall that the exchange axiom (G3) for a greedoid G = (E, reads as follows: 
for all X ,Y  G with |X| > [T], there is an x G X — Y such that Y  U {x} G 
This axiom can be expressed in terms of languages.
li a, P G £, with |o;| > |/3|, then a  contains a letter x such that Px G £.
Now, we can define a greedoid language.
Definition E.0.5. A greedoid language over a finite set E  is a pair {E,C) in 
which C is a simple, hereditary language that obeys the exchange axiom, (G3).
The greedoid definitions of rank, bases and feasible sets all apply to greedoid 
languages.
Proposition E.0.6 ([2], Proposition 8.2.3). Greedoids and greedoid languages are 
equivalent. More precisely,
(1) if  {E,C) is a greedoid language and T  = C, then {E,tF) is a greedoid;
(2) Let C{E) = {xi,X2,...Xfc G E*|{xi, X2, ..., x^} G < i < k}. I f  {E,T)  is a 
greedoid, then {E,C{J-)) is a greedoid language.
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We now have a fourth, very useful, characterization of greedoids in terms of lan­
guages. This definition is known as the ordered version because the order in which 
letters are chosen is explicit and important. Because greedoids and greedoid lan­
guages are equivalent, it is common in the literature to use them interchangeably and 
write G -  (E, £) for G =  (E, C{T)).
E .l  C om puting the M obius function using languages
For an arbitrary greedoid, the poset of feasible sets may not have much structure so 
the shortcuts detailed in [21] may not apply. However, the following theorem can be 
applied to any poset.
T heorem  E.1.1 ([21], C orollary  3.8.5). Let P  be a poset with x ,y  G P. If
X{x, y\ k) denotes the number of chains of length k that can be interpolated between x 
and y, then p{x, y) = I + V, k).
R em ark  E . l .2. This theorem is due to Philip Hall and is sometimes known as Hall’s 
First Theorem. We can use this theorem to calculate h g - To do so, we use the 
corresponding greedoid language, C. For a greedoid language, C, \ {x , y , k)  equals the 
number of words of a given length that begin with x and end with y. This gives an 
alternative way of calculating /j,.
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E.2 G reedoids and the greedy algorithm
As mentioned previously, greedoids were developed by Korte and Lovasz to describe 
set systems that arose from the application of various greedy algorithms such as 
Prim’s algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree. The very name greedoid is a 
melding of the words greedy and matroid. Korte and Lovasz report that a colleague 
from North America declared, “Only a Hungarian and a German could misuse the 
English language that much to come up with such a name” . In this section, we look 
at how the greedy algorithm can be used to characterize greedoids.
There is a natural optimization problem that arises in many areas of combina­
torics: Find the shortest, fastest, cheapest or largest option. More formally, the 
problem can be stated as follows: given a set system S  of subsets of set E, and a 
weight function u  : E  ^  find a subset of maximum weight.
One strategy for solving this optimization is a greedy strategy that can be boiled 
down to this: don’t look back, don’t look ahead, just take the best you can get now. 
When formalized, this strategy is known as the G reedy A lgorithm . We present it 
here in terms of greedoids.
D efinition E .2.1 (T he G reedy A lgorithm ). Let G =  {E,J-) and let u  : C{J-) —> 
R be an objective function to be maximized. The problem is to find Oq such that:
uj{ao) =  max{u{a) : a is a basic word of JC{E)}.
The greedy strategy can then we written as:
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1 . Set a  =
2. IfT{a)  =  0; then stop.
3. Choose X G r(o!) so that u>{ax) > u){ay) for all y G r(o!).
4 - Set a — ax and go to 2.
This is a simple but elegant strategy. The question is, “Does it always work?” ; the 
answer is, “It depends on uj and jC{Ey\ In fact, their structures must be agreeable 
in the sense that u  can’t punish us later for a valid choice made from earlier.
This relationship is formally called £-admissibility.
Definition E.2.2. Given a greedoid G = {E, C) and a function a; : £  ^  R. We call 
UJ C-admissible (or compatible with C) if for every a  G £  and x  G £ ( 0 ;) such that 
when uj(ax) >  uj(ay) for all y G r(a), two conditions are met:
(LAI) ujfaPx^) >  uj{aPz'j) for all z E E,  / ? , 7  G £* such that a^xj^aPz'y  G £ .
(LA2 ) uj{axpz'y) > u{azPx^).
In words, £-admissibility requires that if x is the best choice after a, then
(LAI) X is the best choice at every later iteration,
(LA2) it is always better to choose x first and 2; later than the other way around.
For the sake of clarity and completeness, we next discuss admissibility in terms
of greedoids and feasible sets. To do so, we first note that some objective functions
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depend only on the support of a word and not on the order the letters are chosen. 
Such objective functions are called stable. Given a  G there is a subset, A C E ,  
such that A  consists of the letters of a. If a function is stable, we define uj{A) =  o;(q;). 
If u  is stable, then (LA2) is trivially true. Furthermore, if uj is stable, we can rewrite 
(LAI) in terms of subsets: For A, B,  AU{a:}, 5U{a;} G T , suppose A C B , x  E E  — B. 
If uj(A U x) > u(A  U {y}) for all y G F(A), then u{B  U {x}) > uj{B U {z}) G L{B).
£-admissible functions are the key to determining optimal solutions using greedy 
methods. The next proposition states this relationship explicitly.
Proposition E.2.3 ([18] Chapter XI, Theorem 1.3). I f {E ,C)  is a greedoid, 
then the Greedy Algorithm gives an optimal solution for any C-admissible objective 
function.
To understand when a greedy strategy will work, we must find compatible ob­
jective functions and set systems. What follows are two key theorems about func­
tions that are compatible with matroids and with greedoids. They help explain how 
Kruskal’s and Prim’s algorithms both work with the same objective function while 
producing differing set systems.
Definition E.2.4. An objective function /  : £  —> R is called linear if
k
f { x i X 2 X 3 . . . X k )  =
i = l
for some weight function, uj.
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In Example 8.5.3 of [2], Bjdrner and Ziegler state that linear functions are £- 
admissible for matroids. We state this result here as a proposition and supply a 
supporting proof.
P roposition  E .2 .5. {[2j, Example 8.5.3) I f{E,C)  is a matroid, then linear functions 
are C-admissible.
Proof. The feasible sets of a matroid are the independent sets. Because linear func­
tions are stable, (LA2) holds.
Recall that (LAI) can be written in terms of sets: For A, 5 , AU{o:}, EU{a:} G iP, 
suppose A O B , x  E E — B. If oj{A U x )  > oj(A U { y } )  for all y  E F(A), then 
o;(E U {a;}) >  o;(E U {^}) G F(E ).
To show (LAI) holds, let /  be a linear function and suppose A , B , A O { x } , B G  
{a:} G I ,  such that A Q  B, and x E E —B. Also suppose that for all y E F(A) we have 
f { A  U {x}) > f {A  U {y}). If we choose 2: G F(E) we want to show that f { B  U {x}) > 
f {BU{z}) .  Since A C  B, z E 7 (E) implies z G F(A). Then, f {AU{x})  > f {AU{z}) .  
For A = {ai, 0 2 , as, ...Ok), Y.^io-i^^^as-'-ak) + a>{x) > Y,^{<^i(^2a3 --ak) +a>{z). For 
b E B  — A, Y)a){aia2a3 ...ak) +uj{x) + a ’(fe) >  Y )^ (a ia 2a3 ...ak) -I uj{z) -hca(5). Thus, 
Yfaj{aia2a3 ...akbx) > Yf^{a\a2a3 ...akbz), which implies f{ B  U {x}) > f ( B  U {2:}).
□
In section 3.2 we discuss two algorithms for finding a minimum spanning tree on 
a connected graph. More formally, given a connected graph G — (V, E) with a weight 
function a : E  —*■ M, find a spanning tree, T of minimum weight. If we express
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KruskaPs algorithm in terms of Theorem E.2.5, we have /(T ) =  !CeeT
{E,C) is the cycle matroid on G. Then, KruskaPs algorithm will find an optimal
solution according to Proposition E.2.3.
Proposition E.2.5 states that if (E, £) is a matroid, then any linear function is 
£-admissible. However, there are greedoids with this property that are not matroids.
D efinition E .2 .6 . Given G = {E,iF), we can define the hereditary closure of iF
as follows:
H{T) = {K |y  C X G JT}.
If H{IF) =  X, then G will be a matroid. Also, H{IF) may or may not be the set 
of feasible sets of a greedoid. The hereditary closure allows us to find precisely those 
greedoids for which linear functions are ^-admissible.
T heorem  E .2 .7 ([2], P roposition  8.5.6). Let (E,IF) be a greedoid. The Greedy 
Algorithm will optimize any linear objective function on {E,lF) if and only if  the 
hereditary closure {E,H{iF)) is a matroid and every set that is closed in {E,E)  is 
closed in (E,H{IF)).
The hereditary closure of the undirected branching greedoid on the connected 
rooted graph G =  (V, E,r)  is the cycle matroid of G. Given G =  {V, E),  designate 
a node in V  as the root, r. Then Prim’s algorithm is equivalent to the greedy 
optimization of the linear function f {T)  =  Yleer ~'^(^) undirected branching
greedoid of G — (V, E, r).
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E.3 M ore on greedoid optim ization
For a general greedoid, linear functions are not always £-admissible; a generalized 
bottleneck function is always ^-admissible.
Definition E.3.1. Given a set of elements, E, let f  : E  x N  satisfy f {x , k)  < 
f{x,  A: -|- 1) for all x £  E, k E N. Given a  =  xiX2Xs...Xk, in which Xj E E,1 < j  <  k, 
letu}{a) — min{f{xi , i )  | 1 < i  < k}. Then, f  is called a generalized bottleneck
function.
Proposition E.3.2 ([18], Theorem 1.3). The generalized bottleneck function is 
C-admissible for any greedoid G =  {E, C).
Proposition E.3.3 ([18] Theorem 1.4 ). I f {E,C)  is a greedoid, then the Greedy 
Algorithm gives an optimal solution for any generalized bottleneck function.
The shortest path problem can be defined as follows: let D = {V, E, r) be a 
connected rooted digraph with length function d : E  M"*" on the arc set of D. For 
each V e V  find a directed path from r to u of least cost, if one exists.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is one technique for solving the shortest path problem. It 
greedily optimizes a generalized bottleneck function. To find an optimal solution 
using Dijkstra’s algorithm, let G = {E,T)  be the directed branching greedoid of 
D and let C — C{J^) as defined Proposition E.0.6. Define an objective function 
a; : £  —> M  by u j { x i X 2 X z . . . X h )  =  — d{r, vf), in which Vi  is the head node of the 
arc X i  reached by the branching x i X 2 X z . . . X n  and d { r , V i )  is the sum of the arc lengths
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on the unique path from r to Vi in this branching. See [8] for details about approaches 
to solving this and other bottleneck problems.
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